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ABSTRACT
From Ringwork to Stone Fortification:
Power and the Evolution of Anglo-Norman Castles in North-Eastern Ireland
Amber DVA Johnson

Castle building played a fundamental role in the consolidation of Anglo-Norman
domination of Northern Ireland in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. A castle
can be viewed as a protective measure, as an indicator of power and status, and as a
display monument. It constituted a meaningful modification of the geographical
environment and a fundamental instrument in the creation of power. The present thesis
explores the evolution of the Anglo-Norman castles in North-eastern Ireland in the areas
dominated by the de Lacy and de Courcy families, examining their combined function as
a power tool and power symbol. It focuses on two key and archaeologically wellexplored castles: Trim and Carrickfergus, and their supporting fortification networks. The
research draws on a rich combination of narrative sources, visual and archaeological
materials, extensive secondary literature, and the theoretical framework established by
Ledyaev (1997) and Wagner (1996). It argues that, in addition to their practical military
function, the two castles played a key role as physical and visual signifiers of dominative
power, status and prestige.

Anglo-Norman, Medieval Ireland, Castle, Power, Status, Trim, Carrcikfergus, Display.
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Introduction
Castle-building played a fundamental role in the Anglo-Norman conquest of
Northern Ireland in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Castles provided
military protection and demonstrated the extent of a noble's power and they dominated
the countryside because of their placement in the landscape and their imposing physical
structure. The primary military function of Anglo-Norman castles was defence. Their
aggressive role was limited to serving as bases of operations and evidence of military
might. Defensibility and logistics were therefore the key consideration in the location
and longevity of castle sites. Norman castles were most often built on pre-existing Irish
fortifications but differed from them in construction and military configuration. They also
offered the opportunity for a visual representation of power and helped express the
holders' identity and allegiance. As Justin McGrail argued, for medieval Scotland the
castle served
... as a symbol of authority, the visual appearance of the castle was
synonymous with the castle holder's claim of lordship. Thus, the
communication of "strength" through architectural forms supported the
credibility of the castle holder's authority.1
Castles were also eminently useful as administrative centres and residential complexes.
Finally, castle building played an essential role in the dynamics of noble family rivalries
and alliances both among Anglo-Normans and the Irish lords. With fortifications in place,
Anglo-Norman nobles could assert their power both physically and psychologically.
The present thesis explores the power functions of Anglo-Norman castles in
North-eastern Ireland, in the areas dominated by the de Lacy and de Courcy families,
with focus on two key and archaeologically well explored examples: Trim and
M. Justin McGrail, "The Language of Authority: The Expression of Status in the Scottish
Medieval Castle," Masters Thesis, Montreal: McGill University, 1995, 1.
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Carrickfergus. It argues that, in addition to their practical military function, they played a
key role as physical and visual signifiers of dominative power, status and prestige.
The argument builds closely on Ledyaev's theory of power and Wagner's theory
of prestige (geltung), as well as on the theoretical underpinnings of Liddiard's and
Creighton's pioneering works relating to medieval English castles and O'Keeffe's
writings on Irish ones. Valeri G. Ledyaev identified six forms of power: force, coercion,
inducement, persuasion, manipulation, and authority, distinguishing between political and
non-political power.2 The castle can be seen a manifestation of coercive power,
manipulative power and authoritative power. According to Ledyaev, coercive power is
"the subject's compliance to the powerholder's commands as a threat of negative
sanctions for the refusal to comply".4 Manipulative power is defined as
a form of power based on the powerholder's ability to exercise covert influence
on the subject.. .manipulation may exist without explicit commands or even in
cases where the subject is unaware of the very existence of the
powerholder.. .manipulation is exercised either through symbolic communication
designed to make veiled suggestions...or by influencing the subject's
environment.
Authoritative power is delineated as "a peculiar set of characteristics of the
powerholder that oblige the subject to accept a powerholder's commands
irrespective of their content".6 Ledyaev also points out the difference between
powers derived from "governance" and forms of "domination".7 The castle

2

Valeri G. Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis. (New York: Nova Science Publishing, 1997),

223-224.
Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis, 223-224.
Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis, 223.
5
Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis, 224.
6
Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis, 224.
7
Ledyaev, Power, 226. Ledyaev points out that governance or domination is a form of 'political
power. He states that "[PJpolitical events and relationships can be discussed via both power and via
governance...The power group gets other groups to do something they would not otherwise have done by
enforcing them to accept the existing order of things; that is, it achieves the submission of the subordinate
groups in relation to their choice of political actions... in terms of political domination (governance): the
4

3

served as a signifier of several different types of power and acted as a visual
conduit of the holder's power over the countryside and its inhabitants.8
The expression of power was closely related to status, prestige and social display.
Philip L. Wagner's Geltung hypothesis explains the synergy of these three concepts.
Wagner discusses the need for human beings to display their status: "the presentation of
the self through display, or more accurately its public depiction as a person unmistakably
constitutes a normal and necessary aspect of human activity."9 The Geltung hypothesis
asserts that the act of display often outweighs more sensible considerations.10 Wagner
claims that human beings have the ability to transform their environment in order to
compete with others; humans will often disregard more practical considerations in order
to "show off' and make an impression upon others.11
If, as Wagner argues, it is a natural for humans to participate in competitions of
status display, the castle was a very complex symbol of status. It constitutes a meaningful
modification of the geographical environment and a fundamental element in the creation
of power. The power functions that castles performed translated into changes in
architecture and design. According to Wagner, castles not only served as symbols of
status but also performed yet another important power function. He finds that castles
were "explicitly constructed containers" designed to not only exclude some but to

power group has an ability to conserve the existing order of things, it achieves its ends by influencing
events in a desirable manner". Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis, 222.
8
The castle acted as a signifier of coercive power in its defensive military function. It acted as a
signifier of manipulation in its symbolic function and as a signifier of authoritative power in its visual and
physical domination of the landscape.
9
Philip L. Wagner, Showing Off: The Geltung Hypothesis (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1996), 14.
10
Wagner, Showing Off, 12.
Wagner, Showing Off, 12.
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channel the passage of others towards certain areas. The control of access to the interior
of the castle is very important to the study of power and status display. It was important
for the noble residents of castles to control all activities within the castle walls. As
Wagner points out, the castle and the later noble house is
more than just a private home. It houses activities and personnel that
serve an external constituency. It also protects them, and for this reason
exemplifies another condition resembling true territoriality, and
ultimately deriving perhaps from defense of home places, but clearly
secondary to a primary mosaic-and-network spatial complex. Elevated to
another level, so to speak, it can discharge broader societal functions.13

Following a related line of reasoning, Joseph Berger, Susan J. Rosenholtz and
Morris Zelditch, Jr., in their work Status Organizing Processes, introduce the concept of
"expectation states", which serve as "mechanisms that produce the effects of a status
organizing process". They point out that the architecture, art and literature that elites
employ are "social objects".15 The creation of such realities can also reflect the "powerprestige" model. Berger, Rosenholtz, and Zelditch maintain that "[T]the observable
power-prestige order of the group refers to the distribution of chances to perform,
performance outputs, communicated evaluations, and influence among its members".16 A
castle thus can be viewed as a protective measure, as an indicator of power and status,

12

Wagner, Showing Off, 12.
Wagner, Showing Off 87.
Joseph Berger, Susan J. Rosenholtz and Morris Zelditch, Jr., "Status Organizing Processes"
Annual Review of Sociology, 6 (1980), 479-508,481.
Berger, Rosenholtz and Zelditch, Jr., "Status Organizing," 481.
16
Berger, Rosenholtz and Zelditch Jr., "Status Organizing,"489. Jean Baudrillard's work
Simulacra and Simulation elaborates onfthe concept of "socially constructed realities." The use of
architecture, images and literature to legitimize a concept that does not exist in reality constitutes a
"simulation of power". Baudrillard maintains that "[T]the only weapon of power, its only strategy against
this defection, is to reinject realness and referentiality everywhere, in order to convince us of the reality of
the social" (Jean Baudrillard, Simulations (New York: Semiotext(e), Inc., 1983), 10).
13

and a display monument. These theoretical viewpoints have only recently begun to be
applied to the study of Anglo-Norman fortifications in Ireland.
Castle scholarship regarding fortifications in Britain, Wales, Scotland and Ireland
has a long history dating back to the early nineteenth century, much of it focussing on the
military and socio-economic function of castles. The historiography of the Irish
fortifications is no exception, as demonstrated by the recent bibliographic study by Terry
Barry.

As Leonie V. Hicks points out, only within the last decade have castle scholars

begun to understand the castle as it was envisioned by contemporaries and allowed castle
studies to consider the function of buildings as multi-faceted not only from a military
perspective but also as administrative and symbolic constructions.18 Oliver Creighton and
Robert Higham's synthesis on medieval castles reflects this broadening vision. The
authors define a castle as a 'defensible' construction, often a private home, a centre of
administration and a symbol of social elitism, status and prestige.19 They point out that
castles "acted as residential, administrative and defensible foci within their landscapes",
and as such they became important economic centres, many of them surrounded by
housing, mints and trading depots.20
Gunter Bandmann's Early Medieval Architecture as Bearer of Meaning provides
a model for understanding the symbolic meanings that were expressed through medieval

17

Terry Barry, "The Study of Medieval Irish Castles: A Bibliographic Survey" Proceedings of the
Royal Irish Academy 108 (2008): 115-136, 115.
18
Leonie V. Hicks, "Magnificent Entrances and Undignified Exits: Chronicling the Symbolism of
Castle Space in Normandy" Journal of Medieval History 35, 1 (2009): 52-69, 53.
19
O.H. Creighton and Robert Higham, Medieval Castles (Buckinghamshire: Shire Publications
Ltd., 2003), 6.
20
Creighton, Castles and, 65.
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architecture.21 He stresses the psychological, physical and symbolic importance of
99

building in stone.
Bandmann finds that present-day viewers cannot experience the meaning expressed by
medieval architecture in the same way as it was by its contemporaries. He argues that: "to
make the "quality of reality" of a building from that time come alive for us today, we
must reconstruct this meaning for ourselves with the help of contemporary sources."
Although Bandmann's overall focus is general, it contains valuable comments on the
Norman castle-building strategies and constitutes an excellent resource for understanding
of the system of Anglo-Norman castle-building in Ireland.
Justin McGrail's work "The Language of Authority: The Expression of Status in
the Scottish Medieval Castle," adopts an art history perspective, but reaches a similar
conclusion: the "real strength of castle architecture lay in its symbolic, not military
9S

value". The castle physically represented the social-political authority of the castle
holder. In a sharp critique of long-established views of the functions of medieval castles,
Charles Coulson's Castles in Medieval Society: Fortresses in England, France, and
Ireland in the Central Middle Ages likewise stresses that castles served as symbols and
Lucy Archer, Olive Cook and Edwin Smith's work Architecture in Britain and Ireland, 6001500 provides a good basis for studying the basic tenants of architecture throughout the Middle Ages.
(London: Harvill Press, 1999).
22
Bandmann states that "building in stone or brick is not something that arises for more or less
self-evident geological reasons under conditions of wealth, civilization, and self-improvement... it is a sign
that depicts and symbolizes. It marks a turning point, one whose meaning is perhaps not equaled by any
other later development in the history of mankind". Gtlnter Bandmann, Early Medieval Architecture as
Bearer of Meaning (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 143.
23
Bandmann, Early Medieval, 19.
24

Bandmann states that" Norman architecture clung tenaciously to the prehistoric, articulated
mode of building; it was the visual impact of the symbols—functionalized and deprived of their meaning—
that would then form the basis for the architecture of the kingdom". Early Medieval, 234. In addition, Paul
Crossley's "Medieval Architecture and Meaning: The Limits of Iconography" provides a solid reference
that theorizes that the castle was a bearer of symbolism. The Burlington Magazine, 130,1019 (1988):116121.
25
McGrail, "The Language", 1.
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contained multi-faceted messages that acted as key visual signifiers of the castle owner's
96

power and status.
Robert Liddiard is a key and pioneering figure in his focus on the symbolic power
of castles. Liddiard's study Castles in Context: Power, Symbolism and Landscape, 1066
to 1500 (2005),27 and the "Introduction" to his collected work, Anglo-Norman Castles,
represent an excellent resource for interpreting the history of the Anglo-Normans and
their castle-building practices. Liddiard finds that
there is no tension between interpreting castle architecture in
symbolic terms and recognizing that, in extreme circumstances,
they could become important military buildings. A valuable point
that has been made, but perhaps is easily overlooked, is that
'display' is no less 'functional'. Within a society where warfare was
primarily a noble activity and was regulated by an aristocratic
ethos, what was 'functional' was far removed from modern notions
of military utility. The symbolism and vocabulary of architecture
are usually indicative of a distinct agenda on the part of its
builder.29
While acknowledging the military function of the castles built in Ireland by AngloNorman nobility, he also points out that they constituted a proper backdrop for lords who
were attempting to establish themselves. In the early years of the conquest, castle
building was a signifier of coercive power; the lord was seizing land and manipulating
the landscape. Liddiard finds that the construction of a network of secondary
fortifications on the borders of the lordship was only necessary after peripheral threats by

Charles Coulson, Castles in Medieval Society: Fortresses in England, France and Ireland in the
Central Middle Ages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003). In addition, Coulson's work "Structural
Symbolism in Medieval Castle Architecture" is extremely useful for reference in this study. Journal of the
British Archaeological Association 132 (1979): 73-90.
27

Robert Liddiard, Castles in Context: Power, Symbolism and Landscape, 1066 to 1500
(Macclesfield: Windgather Press, 2005). Liddiard has conducted extensive studies of Bodiam castle in East
Sussex and argued that Bodiam exhibits many of the features contended in the function vs. status debate.
Robert Liddiard, "Introduction" pp. 1-22 in Liddiard, Robert, ed., Anglo-Norman Castles
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2003).
29
Liddiard, "Introduction," 8.
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hostile indigenous forces or other Anglo-Norman lords. He suggests that many of the
military features of the castle were aesthetically positive, but not an asset to the defensive
function of the building. Although Liddiard's works are limited to the evolution of the
Norman castle in England and Wales, his theories concerning power will be adapted for
use as a model. The circumstances that occurred during the Anglo-Norman invasion of
Ireland are similar to the conditions of England and Wales after the Anglo-Norman
invasion beginning in 1066.
The historiography of Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland has long ignored such
perspectives. Although Irish castles have been heavily studied throughout the modern
period, the discussion remains centred on military history or archaeological issues. Many
scholars writing in the early part of the twentieth century often focused on Irish castles
only as masonry structures and their work was often neglected in favour of the study of
ecclesiastical buildings in Ireland. Castle scholars of medieval Anglo-Norman period in
Ireland generally agree in their selection of topics: they focus on issues of architectural
history, military technology, spatial strategy, and administrative importance of castles.
In the current decade, however, several important works have appeared to help
bridge this gap. Tadhg O'Keeffe in his 2001 article "Concepts of 'castle' and the

iU
31

Liddiard, "Introduction," 14.
Liddiard, Castles, 59.

32

The following scholars have provided valuable work concerning architecture, military
technology, spatial strategy, and administrative importance of castles: Terence B. Barry, The Archaeology
of Medieval Ireland. (London: Routledge, 1988), Brian De Breffny, Castles of Ireland. (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1977), Plantagenet Somerset Fry, Castles of Britain and Ireland. (New York: Abbeville Press,
1997), John R. Kenyon, and Kieran O'Connor, eds. The Medieval Castle in Ireland and Wales: Essays in
Honour of Jeremy Knight. (Dublin: Four Courts, 2003), Harold G. Leask, Irish Castles and Castellated
Houses. (Dundalk: Tempest, 1964), T.E. McNeill, Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World.
(London: Routledge, 2000), Terrance Reeves-Smith, Irish Castles. (Belfast: The Appletree Press Ltd.,
1995), R. A. Stalley, Architecture and Sculpture in Ireland: 1150-1350. (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1971),
David Sweetman, Irish Castles and Fortified Houses. (Dublin: Country House, 1995), David Sweetman,
Medieval Castles of Ireland. (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1999).
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Construction of Identity in Medieval and Post-Medieval Ireland" re-evaluated the
cultural/social analysis of Irish castles in the medieval era.33 O'Keeffe pointed out that
castles and the symbolic aspects of their architecture have been often misinterpreted.34
Value is often placed on certain aspects (such as military or economic) and other factors
(cultural, social and psychological) are ignored despite the fact that they are of equal
importance. He argues that "[T]the dominant 'meaning' which is retrieved from castles,
then, is power-related, with power implicitly identified as a force of economic or
political/administrative coercion exercised by military might."35 O'Keeffe provides a firm
•2/r

basis for interpreting the use of power symbolism in castle design. His work is
significant as it opens a discourse concerning the different aspects of castle functions.
In addition to the broadening perspective on the functions of Irish castles, the
historiography of Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland saw a significant expansion of
empirical literature on their archaeology and historical context. Tom McNeill's Castles in
Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World focuses on Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland as
O'Keeffe states that "[T]the key problem in trying to define 'castle' is that nothing is known of
the word's spoken use in the everyday life of medieval people. It is known only as a written word. Indeed,
what is known is a number of written words (such as munito, mota, fortalicium, and of course castle itself),
all of which conflated to the single word, 'castle', in English translation. The medieval concept of 'castle' is
preserved in the context of what are essentially literary genres, principal among them being historical
documents. This is not to deny the reality in medieval lives of that concept, nor its every-day conversational
use in the middle ages, but to stress that it now exists in transliterated forms which, when read by us,
suggest that castles were material things—defensible buildings or complexes of buildings—which occupy
particular geographical locations and which symbolize power and authority. The point is that ideas about
gender and class or ethnicity may also have been deeply-embedded in the concept of 'castle', and that
medieval people may have been made conscious of these issues by the nature of their engagement with the
buildings, but that the reduction of all these ideas to a single word to us through textual sources, meant that
if there were such multi-layered meanings they are now lost." Tadhg O'Keeffe "Concept of 'castle' and the
Construction of Identity in Medieval and Post-Medieval Ireland." Irish Geography 34, 1(2001): 69-88, 73.
34

Liddiard mentions that "the rigid distinction between 'secular' and 'ecclesiastical' architecture
has impoverished the study of castles: encouraging the study of their military function, while leaving their
architectural aspects relatively neglected". Liddiard, "Introduction," 19.
35
O'Keeffe, "Concept of," 74.
Although based on English castles, O. H. Creighton's Castles and Landscapes: Power,
Community and Fortification in Medieval England (London: Equinox, 2005) presents a background for
interpreting the castle as a symbol of power that can be applied to Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland.
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a symbol of military authority, social status and prestige. It also addresses the
relationship between the Anglo-Normans and the Irish, and between lords and peasants.
In this context, it discusses the Anglo-Norman castle as a visual symbol of the owner's
power and prestige and examines the development of lordship and power in medieval
Ireland. McNeill's work approximates the focus of this thesis but, it is descriptive and
does not investigate cultural or sociological underpinnings of castle construction. David
Sweetman's work Medieval Castles of Ireland is also focused on description of the actual
fortifications rather than analysis. He extensively covers the Irish castle from the
TO

perspective of archaeology. His work covers a broad chronological range, from the
early Middle Ages to the seventeenth century.
Michael Potterton's Medieval Trim: History and Archaeology is an excellent
guide to understanding the early settlement and castellation of the Trim site and it
provides excellent background information on the role of Hugh de Lacy in the
construction, lordship and administration at Trim.39 Steve Flanders' De Courcy: AngloNormans in Ireland, England and France in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries focuses
on the life of John de Courcy but also provides invaluable data on the de Courcy family
and their dealings in Normandy, France, England and Ireland.

It also delves into the

rivalries between the de Lacy and de Courcy families and their relationship to the

This focus on military function is also present in: A. Ayton, and J.L. Price., The Medieval
Military Revolution: State, Society and Military Change in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (London:
LB. Tauris, 1995) and Thomas Bartlett and Keith Jeffery, A Military History of Ireland (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1996).
38
David Sweetman, Medieval Castles of Ireland. (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2005).
39
Michael Potterton, Medieval Trim: History and Archaeology. (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005).
40
Steve Flanders, De Courcy: Anglo-Normans in Ireland, England and France in the Eleventh
and Twelfth Centuries. (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005).
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crown.

Sean Duffy's work "The First Ulster Plantation: John de Courcy and the Men of

Cumbria" covers the personal background of John de Courcy and his involvement in
Ireland.42
This thesis intends to initiate a discussion on dominative power and fortifications
in Northern Ireland. As proposed, it will do so by utilizing the theoretical framework
established by Ledyaev and Wagner and concentrating on Trim and Carrickfergus, two of
the best excavated castle sites in North-eastern Ireland, where the research can draw on a
rich combination of narrative sources, visual and archaeological materials, as well as
extensive secondary literature. The two castles played key roles in the Anglo-Norman
colonization of North-eastern Ireland and received the substantial attention of narrative
sources.
Narrative sources provide a contemporary perspective on the events of the AngloNorman conquest and colonization of Ireland. The principal of the Anglo-Norman
narratives are Giraldus Cambrensis' Expugnatio Hibernica or Conquest of Ireland
written in 1189 and the anonymous poem The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland: The
Song ofDermot and the Earl written in the early thirteenth century.43

Robyn Frame's "War and Peace in the Medieval Lordship of Ireland" is useful for its focus on
the rivalries that occurred between Anglo-Norman lords and native Irish nobility in medieval Ireland.
Robyn Frame, "War and Peace in the Medieval Lordship of Ireland" pp. 105-118 in The English in
Medieval Ireland, ed. James Lydon (Dublin: Royal Irish Academy, 1984).
42

Sean Duffy, "The First Ulster Plantation: John de Courcy and the Men of Cumbria," pp. 1-27 in
Power and the Nation in European History, eds. Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2005). In addition, Marie Theresa Flanagan provides an excellent resource concerning
John de Courcy and his involvement in medieval Ireland. Marie Theresa Flanagan, "John de Courcy, the
First Ulster Plantation and Irish Church Men" pp. 154-178 in Britain and Ireland, 900-1300: Insular
Responses to Medieval European Change, ed. Brendan Smith (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999), T.E. McNeill's Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony, 1177-1400
(Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980) focuses on the Ulster area and John de Courcy's
involvement and castle-building strategies.
43

Giraldus Cambrensis, Expugnatio Hibernica: The Conquest of Ireland. (Dublin: Royal Irish
Academy, 1978), The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland: The Song ofDermot and the Earl. ed. Evelyn
Mullally, (Furnbally Lane: Four Courts Press, 2002)
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Giraldus Cambrensis (also known as Gerald of Wales and Gerald de Barri) was
the first Anglo-Norman to write about medieval Ireland. Giraldus was born in Wales to
noble parents in c.l 146. A trained cleric, he found himself a royal clerk in the employ of
Henry II in c. 1184. He travelled to Ireland in c. 1183 with his brother Philip and again in
c.l 185 with the expedition sent by Henry II under his son John's command. His writings
provided an invaluable window onto the Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland, but it is
important to keep in mind that his background left him biased and caused him to favour
in his accounts relatives who had participated in the invasion.44 The Deeds of the
Normans in Ireland: The Song ofDermot and the Earl provided insight into some of the
events that occurred during the Anglo-Norman invasion including a timeline of events
and references to conflict between native Irish and Anglo-Norman invaders.
Irish annals provide a glimpse of the concerns of the native Irish during the
invasion and colonization. Irish Annals used in this work include, the "Annals of Ulster",
the "Annals of the Four Masters", and the "Miscellaneous Irish Annals" or "Mac
Carthaigh's Book".46 They often focus on battles that took place between the native Irish

He wrote two books about Ireland: Topographia Hibernie c. 1187 (Topography of Ireland) and
Expugnatio Hibernica c.l 189 (Invasion of Ireland). The Topographia Hibernie involved descriptions of
geography, flora and fauna. The Expugnatio Hibernica was a narrative concerning events that took place in
Ireland from the late 1160's to 1180's. In this chronicle, he tended to over-emphasis the deeds of his own
family members, fashioning them into the heroes among the Anglo-Norman forces. John Gillingham,
"Giraldus Cambrensis" in Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopaedia, 2005,200.
45
The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland is a work of historical and linguistic significance. The
poem was first translated and titled by Goddard Orpen in 1892 from a manuscript found among the Carew
manuscripts in the library at Lambeth Palace. The most recent translation by Evelyn Mullally in 2002 was
well accepted as an excellent interpretation of the original text. Peter Damian-Grint, "The Deeds of the
Normans in Ireland/La Geste Des Engleis En Yrlande" Medium Aevum 73,1 (2004): 148-149,148.
46

The versions of the various annals listed below were recorded several hundred years after the
events. The first printed version was published in the seventeenth century and all subsequent editions are
based on it. This obviously has an impact on the reliability of the annals, both because of the distance from
the events and the process of transmission and codification. Later editors attempt to address some of these
issues but for the following annals, there has been no editorial effort past 1947. In the current configuration
the Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland (Anndla Rioghachta Eireann), also known as the Annals of the Four
Masters (Anndla na gCeithre Mdistri), was a collection assembled by the Franciscans between 1632 and
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and the Anglo-Normans, including castellation and fortification destruction. However,
they are often fragmentary in their coverage of actual events. They are best used in
conjunction with archaeological materials.
The available narrative sources are most productively used in combination with
the archaeological data and visual evidence. Visual evidence and archaeological data are
of fundamental importance to the study of dominative power of castles. They include
historical reconstructions, cartographical evidence, architectural floor plans, landscape
layouts, and photography. A comparison of historical and contemporary cartography and
illustrations will be used to understand the evolution of construction and the layout of
individual sites and the associated networks.
The castles of Trim and Carrickfergus have both been subject to extensive
archaeological study, in particular the former. Trim castle was excavated extensively
beginning in the 1970s and continuing in the late 1990s. Dendrochronological evidence
was collected from oak timbers found in the keep at Trim, yielding the beginning date for
the masonry construction. Other dating techniques including style of masonry and the use
of pottery sherds also contributed to the extent of study that occurred at Trim.
Carrickfergus Castle underwent partial excavations in 1962,1977, 1981, and was
subjected to a more comprehensive study in 1991, 1993 and 2002. Even so, the

1636 and covers the period up to 1616 CE. The codex Annals of Ulster (Anndla Uladh) (up to 1489) was
compiled by Ruaidhri 6 Luinin , a scribe in the province of Ulster in the late 15th century. The annal varied
between Gaelic and Latin and was sourced by the authors of the Annals of the Four Masters. Miscellaneous
Irish Annals also known as Mac Carthaigh 's Book is a collection of annals that span the years 1114 to
1437CE. It belonged to Ffnghin Mac Carthaigh Mor who was put under English custody after his
involvement in the Nine Years War of 1595 to 1603. He was known as the last legitimate prince from the
Mac Carthy Mor line. This annal also drew on foreign sources including Giraldus's Expugnatio Hibernica.
John O'Donovan, ed., Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters, from the Earliest Period to
the year 1616 (Dublin: Hodges, Smith and Co., 1856), Annals of Ulster, Hennessy, W.M. and B.
MacCarthy eds., (Dublin, 1887-1901), S6amus 6 hlnnse (ed.), Miscellaneous Irish Annals, A.D. 1114/437 (Dublin: DIAS, 1947).
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excavations of Carrickfergus were not as extensive as at Trim and are mainly linked to
the opportunities provided by the restoration work on the castle. Although the
archaeology of Carrickfergus is less rich than that of Trim, it nonetheless yields sufficient
data to support the needs of the power-based analysis.
Archaeology provides key evidence that the evolution of the castles corresponded
to their changing functions and the power needs of their holders. As stated earlier, castles
were imperative to the success of the Anglo-Norman domination of Ireland. Complex
castle networks provided crucial support to the emerging Anglo-Norman lordships in
Ireland. They spanned the edges of the territory and protected the borders between the
native Irish and Anglo-Norman colonists. Estates and towns often formed around castle
sites. As the Anglo-Norman presence became more entrenched, the principal castles
provided their holders with a visual display of wealth, status and power, in addition to the
protective function. The stone construction of fortifications made a statement to the
viewers about the permanence of Anglo-Norman presence and their power over the
landscape.47 They quickly evolved into "defended residential power centres" and became
more intricate in their design. T.E. McNeill points out that "[C]castle designs show the
balance of lords' provision of accommodation, display, and defense and suggest their
priorities".48
This work explores the evolution of the Anglo-Norman castle as a power tool and
power symbol in North-eastern Ireland. It is divided into three chapters. The first chapter
examines the historical background of the Anglo-Norman conquest and colonization in

47

T. E. McNeill points out that "early construction in stone is a clear sign of the new lords'
commitment to remaining in Ireland". T. E. McNeill, "Castles" in Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopaedia,
2005, 67.
48
McNeill, "Castles", 67.
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Ireland, the prejudices that Anglo-Normans held regarding the native Irish, the key
features of pre-Norman Irish society and the Anglo-Norman lordship as well as the role
of the de Lacy and de Courcy families in the castellation of North-eastern Ireland. The
second chapter discusses the castellation and dominative power of Anglo-Normans in
North-eastern Ireland in the context of and in contrast with the pre-existing Irish
fortifications. It also discusses the use of outpost castles and castle networks and their
military role in protecting the borders of the territory, types of castles, the function of the
castle during sieges, and its ability to provide protection for the lord and his family
against hostile Irish or other Anglo-Norman nobility. The third chapter applies this
approach to two specific castles: Trim in County Meath and Carrickfergus in County
Down. It examines the evolution of the design and construction phases of Trim and
Carrickfergus as well as of the castellation networks that supported them. It then analyzes
the castles as symbolic signifiers of dominative power, status and prestige. It will include
a discussion of architectural details, the placement of the castle in the landscape, the use
of decorative aspects and of the social significance of the interior layout of the castle. The
conclusion will tie the evidence provided by the historiography, archaeology, narrative
and visual sources to the central theoretical framework.
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Chapter 1:
Castellation and the Anglo-Norman Conquest of Ireland

Castles were central to the success of the Norman conquest and colonization of
Ireland in the late twelfth century.49 The Anglo-Normans perceived castellation of the
countryside as an essential tool of their sustained domination.50 The primary military
function of Anglo-Norman castles was defence. Their aggressive role was limited to
serving as bases of operations and evidence of military might.51 Defensibility and
logistics were therefore the key consideration in the location and longevity of castle sites.
However, the dominative power of the Anglo-Norman castle rested not only in its role as
a 'military' construction but also as an administrative and economic centre. This chapter
will analyse the general patterns of Anglo-Norman castellation and castle networks in
Ireland as primary instruments of domination and evaluate the role of castles as
monuments of coercive and authoritative power in pre-conquest and post-conquest
Ireland.52

O.H. Creighton stresses a much broader and complex power role of castles: "the castle was a
highly visible, physical manifestation of seigneurial authority; in an 'imitative age', when lordship was
reinforced by mechanisms of patronage and display, a castle represented a means of conspicuous
consumption as well as a military strongpoint." O.H. Creighton, Castles and Landscapes: Power,
Community and Fortification in Medieval England. (London: Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2002), 65.
50
The conquest of England in 1066 provided the Anglo-Normans with considerable experience as
invaders. Wales and Scotland were invaded soon after and Norman invaders created an extensive border
network of fortifications. The Anglo-Normans eventually created settlements in Wales and Scotland and
increased the network of castles that spanned their new territories. Liddiard finds that Normans castellated
in "order to secure their settlement in the face of native resistance." Robert Liddiard, Castles in Context:
Power, Symbolism and Landscape, 1066 to 1500 (Cheshire: Windgather Press Ltd., 2005), 12.
51
Past historians have stressed the military role of castles. (See the Introduction.)
52
The definition of the word 'monument' for the purposes of this thesis is as follows: "An
enduring, memorable, outstanding, or imposing example of some quality, attribute...A thing that serves as
identification, a mark, sign...a thing that gives warning, a portent" "Monument" Oxford: Oxford
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At the time of the Norman invasion, the Irish nobility was locked in complex
battles over territory and claims to sovereignty.53 In 1166, a succession quarrel and the
resulting political crisis in Ireland presented Anglo-Normans with a pretext for
intervention, after Diarmait Mac Murchada, the exiled king of Leinster fled to England to
ask for Henry II's aid in recovering his kingdom from his enemy, the new high king,
Ruaidri 6 Conchobair.54 Henry II of England obtained authorization from Pope Adrian
IV to make himself suzerain of the island. In 1167, a small group of Anglo-Norman
mercenaries arrived on the South-east coast of Ireland, followed in 1169 by the main
forces of Normans led by Richard fitzGilbert (known as Strongbow). Alarmed by
Strongbow's growing power in Ireland, Henry II arrived in 1171 with a force of AngloNorman knights and soldiers and spent six months in Ireland securing his role as overlord
and enforcing Strongbow's allegiance to the English throne. Despite his attempt to
create a central government there, he was forced to rely on locally settled nobles to hold
and administer the new territories, one of whom would be appointed Justiciar or "king's
lieutenant" (Chief Governor) to act in the place of the king when the latter was away
from Ireland.56 The Anglo-Norman rule, however, rested largely on a network of large
lordships, such as Meath and Ulster, held by individual nobles and supported by
University Press, 2009. Credo Reference. 23 January.2010,
<http://dictionary.oed.com.catl .lib.trentu.ca:8080/cgi/entry/50185874>.
53
Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages, 61.
54
Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages, 61. Diarmait Mac Murchada was the king of Leinster from
approximately 1126 to 1171. Diarmait succeeded his right to the kingship of the territory through his
family dynasty that had dominated the kingship from approximately 1052. Throughout his kingship, he was
constantly under pressure from external claimants from other territories including Munster and Connacht.
Marie Therese Flanagan, "Strategies of Lordship in Pre-Norman and Post-Norman Leinster" pp. 107-126 in
Harper-Bill, Christopher, ed., Anglo-Norman Studies: XX. Proceedings of the Battle Conference
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1998), 112-113.
55
Marie Therese Flanagan, "Anglo-Norman Invasion" pp. 17-19 in Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval
Ireland: An Encyclopedia. (New York: Routledge), 2005, 18.
56
Margaret Murphy, "Central Government" pp.71-74, in Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval Ireland: An
Encyclopedia. (New York: Routledge, 2005), 72. Hugh de Lacy was the first to be granted the title in 1172.
it is unclear if his jurisdiction extended further than Meath and Dublin.
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extensive castellation, and evolved dynamically against a changing frontiers that moved
slowly away westward from the coast into the interior.57
The Anglo-Normans met considerable resistance in Ireland. As Rees Davies put
it, medieval Ireland was a "society habituated by war".58 It was a territory under extreme
pressure and had previously been a victim of frequent invasions by foreign forces, such as
the Vikings. The Irish were effective and fierce fighters able to stand up to the AngloNormans militarily, despite the disdain expressed by the Anglo-Norman chronicler
Giraldus Cambrensis who intentionally discredited Irish military proficiency and
emphasized Anglo-Norman military superiority.59
The Anglo-Normans armies shared some similarities with those of the Irish,
including obligatory military service to the crown. The Norman invasion of Ireland was
built on a long war experience that honed their military organization, strategy and battle
techniques, reflected in their success at the Battle of Hastings in 1066. Irish fighters were

The basic historiography concerning the Anglo-Norman conquest of Ireland for the purposes of
this project can be attributed to the works of R. R. Davies, Robin Frame, and M.T. Flanagan. R. R. Davies'
work Domination and Conquest: The Experience of Ireland, Scotland and Wales, 1100-1300 is a useful in
terms of understanding the invasion and conquest of Ireland. It also discusses at length the difference
between domination and conquest and examines the military conquest that was accompanied by economic
exploitation as well as administrative and ecclesiastical contact that occurred in Ireland between the AngloNormans and the native Irish. Although, the book covers Scotland and Wales, it is useful for comparison of
the distinct treatment of Scotland, Wales and Ireland and the domination endured under Anglo-Norman
forces and the lasting impact on physical and political landscape. (Cambridge: University of Cambridge,
1990). Robin Frame's work Ireland and Britain, 1170-1450 is a collection of essays that concentrates on
two phases of the Anglo-Norman invasion, the lordship of Ireland by the Anglo-Norman state and the later
integration of the native Irish and the Anglo-Normans and the resulting hybrid society that emerged.
(London: The Hambledon Press, 1998). Marie Therese Flanagan's work Irish Society, Anglo-Norman
Settlers, Angevin Kingship: Interactions in Ireland in the Late Twelfth Century concentrates on the AngloNorman invasion of Ireland as a clash of cultures between the Anglo-Norman settlers and the native Irish.
This book creates a discourse concentrating on the invasion years in post-Norman Ireland and the aftermath
and integration of Anglo-Norman settlers with the native inhabitants. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989).
58

Rees Davies, "Frontier Arrangements in Fragmented Societies: Ireland and Wales" pp. 83-84 in
Bartlett, Robert and Angus MacKay eds., Medieval Frontier Societies (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1992), 83.
59
Marie Therese Flanagan, "Irish and Anglo-Norman Warfare in Twelfth-Century Ireland" pp. 5276 in Bartlett, Thomas and Keith Jeffery eds., A Military History of Ireland. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996,68.
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not lesser warriors than the Anglo-Normans but employed different battle strategy and
tactics. Irish kings exacted military service from their supporters by issuing a "summons
to arms" (garmsluaigh). The king however had to provide evidence that the summons
was just and fair.6 The number of people who reported at a garmsluaigh was a reflection
of the power of the king over the population in his territory. This army was often made up
of farmers, although all of the able-bodied men excluding clergy and scholars were
eligible for service.61 From the early eleventh century, however, Irish kings maintained
standing armies in their territories. They were known as teclach or lucht tige meaning
"troops of the household".62 This army often consisted of footmen and cavalry who were
highly trained and practised in the use of arms. As early as the beginning of the tenth
century, Irish kings often hired mercenaries from the western isles of Scotland.64 One of
the most well known cases of the use of mercenaries in Ireland was Diarmait Mac
Murchada's plea to Henry II in 1167 for the permission to hire English and Welsh
mercenaries to aid him against his rivals.65
The Normans faced many problems when attempting to subdue the Irish, as
Giraldus admits in The Conquest of Ireland. The Irish did not follow the terms of
engagement that were the norm in England, Wales and Normandy; they fought in a
'guerrilla' style using every advantage of their landscape against their Norman invaders.
In the beginning, the Anglo-Normans had some trouble modifying their battle techniques
to combat the Irish style of warfare. Giraldus states that "in fighting against naked and

60

Emmett O'Byrne, "Military Service, Gaelic" pp. 333-334 in Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval Ireland:
An Encyclopedia (New York: Routledge, 2005), 333.
61
O'Byrne, "Military Service," 333.
62
O'Byrne, "Military Service," 333.
63
Many of the Irish cavalry were drawn from the upper classes. O'Byrne, "Military Service," 333.
64
O'Byrne, "Military Service," 334.
65
Sean Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1997), 61.
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unarmed men, whose hope of success lies in the impetuosity of their first attack, men in
light armour can pursue the fugitives, an agile race, with more activity, and cut them
down in narrow passes and amongst crags and mountains". Although the Normans were
used to varied terrain, in the early years of the conquest, Ireland presented a problem for
them. 67 This was partly due to the lack of knowledge concerning the Irish terrain. The
land was heavily wooded, with many boggy areas and the north-eastern coast was
mountainous. In the beginning of the Anglo-Norman invasion, the Irish knowledge of the
terrain gave them a strategic advantage.
The castles presented the Anglo-Normans with a solution to surviving in a harsh
environment accommodating permanent garrisons, and providing bases for raids. For
example, the bailey at Carrickfergus was enlarged in the late twelfth century to offer
space for the garrison of the lord. The dominative role of castles was further reinforced
by linking them into networks protecting the frontiers of conquest and supporting the
administrative and economic platform of Anglo-Norman rule.
The Anglo-Norman castellation effort built heavily on pre-existing fortifications,
often reshaping them rather than breaking new ground. Anglo-Norman sources (such as
Giraldus Cambrensis's chronicle or the anonymous poem The Song ofDermot and the
Earl) often ignored any evidence of Irish pre- Norman castellation. In his effort to portray
the Normans as more advanced than the Irish, Giraldus' claims belie the fact that many of
the early castles were not exceedingly different from Irish fortifications.

66

Giraldus'

Giraldus Cambrensis, Expugnatio Hibernica: The Conquest of Ireland. (Dublin: Royal Irish
Academy, 1978), 82.
67
Giraldus portrays Ireland as "rough and mountainous" with "dense woods" and describes the
difficulty that Anglo-Normans had fighting in areas such as bogs and wooded areas. Cambrensis, The
Conquest, 82.
68
Marie Therese Flanagan, Irish Society, Anglo-Norman Settlers, Angevin Kingship: Interactions
in Ireland in the late 12th century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 61.
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failure to acknowledge Irish fortifications is most likely due to the fact that he did not see
Irish defensive structures, such as crannogs, raised raths and "flattened ringforts," as
castles.
The Irish commanded a large number of fortifications that played important
political, economic, and administrative roles, in addition to their defensive functions.
Archaeologists have uncovered a large number of fortified pre-Norman sites from this
period including earth and stone ring-forts and island fortifications called crannogs.
Intensive surveys beginning in the 1830s, discovered approximately 50,000 fortified sites
(including burial enclosures and mounds and monasteries), a large number for any island
only 84,000 square kilometres. Ringforts and other defensive sites were common and
dotted the entire landscape (See Fig 1). In response to the Anglo-Normans, the
castellation of their territories became even more important to the native Irish nobility,
including building in stone.

69

It is often difficult to distinguish the age of many sites without archaeological investigation.
Bernard Wailes, "A Case Study of Heterarchy in Complex Societies: Early Medieval Ireland and its
Archaeological Implications" Archaeological Papers of the American Anthropological Association 6,1
(1995): 55-69, 57.
70
Wailes, "A Case Study", 57.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of Ringworks in Ireland, to 1600.

Source: F.H.A Aalen, Kevin Whelan and Matthew Stout, Atlas of the Irish Rural Landscape. (Cork: Cork
University Press, 1997), 46.

The Irish ability to resist invasion was hampered not by the lack of military
capability but by political fragmentation. There is little evidence of a centralized
bureaucratic system, although some legitimate positions including the office of the
marshal (marasgal) were kept by many of the kingdoms.71 The marshal was responsible
for "levying and billeting troops...known as the coinmheadh"?2 The island was divided
politically into a changing mosaic of small kingdoms or chiefdoms (tuatha) that were
competing for control and domination over the island (See Fig. 2).

Emmett Byrne, "Military Service, Gaelic" pp. 333-334 in Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval Ireland:
An Encyclopaedia (New York: Routledge, 2005), 333.
72
Byrne, "Military Service," 333.
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Fig. 2: Pre-Norman Ireland, c. 1100.
IRELAND C.

1100

Source: Sean Duffy, ed., Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopedia (New York: Routledge, 2005), 251.

The number of tuatha has been estimated between 80 and 200, each controlling
about 1,000 square km. Each tuatha was overseen by a larger rituaithe (local king), who
then conceded to a regional king who recognized a semi-provincial king or ri ruireach
who usually ruled an entire province. In turn, all of the petty kings acknowledged a
"High King". The number of "High Kings" fluctuated between six and eight during the

Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages, 16. It is interesting to note that the Archbishop or coarb
claimed the same level of status as High Kings. Wailes, "A Case Study", 61.
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early medieval period.74 According to Duffy, kings did not hold much secular legal power
and often played a more prominent role in enforcing ecclesiastical law. 75 As well, kings
were often more powerful when it came to external relations.
The Anglo-Norman nobles who travelled to Ireland to obtain power and lordships
arrived from a setting where castles had been a significant "feature of life" in the
generations after the Battle of Hastings in 1066.77 The installation of a frontier network of
fortifications was not unique to Ireland; similar frontier castellation strategy was
employed in "Wales, Scotland and indeed in many parts of Europe"78 but, as P.J. Duffy
points out, the castellation of Ireland by the Anglo-Normans was one of the "first
systematically fortified frontiers in Europe".

The other distinguishing factor, as

Thomas McNeill stresses, was the rapid progress of the Irish conquest.80
In the initial invasion years, the social and cultural divide between the AngloNormans and the native Irish was substantial. Duffy finds that the incoming immigrants
were culturally and socially distinct from the native population. He states that most of the
nobility who invaded Ireland were part "of a pan-European French-speaking class
associated with the Angevins".81 The Anglo-Normans wished to remain distinct from
those they conquered. A defensive frontier separating the colonists from the indigenous
population would prevent mingling and possible intermarriage. However, intermarriages
between Irish and Anglo-Norman landowning families occurred very early in the
74

Wailes, "A Case Study", 61.
Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages, 17.
76
Duffy, Ireland in the Middle Ages, 17.
77
T. E. McNeill, "Hibernia Pacata et Castellata" pp. 259-273 in Robert Liddiard, Anglo-Norman
Castles (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2003), 260.
78
P.J. Duffy, "The Nature of the Medieval Frontier in Ireland" Studia Hibernica 22/23 (1983): 2138,22.
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Duffy, "The Nature of the Medieval," 22.
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McNeill, "Hibernia Pacata," 260.
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Duffy, The Nature of the Medieval," 27.
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invasion.

It was a political strategy often used by Anglo-Norman lords to claim

legitimate ownership of Irish land. For example, Hugh de Lacy after the death of his
Anglo-Norman wife in 1180 quickly made arrangements to marry the daughter of his
previous enemy Ruaidri Ua Conchobair.83 Through marriage, Hugh de Lacy could lay
legitimate claim to his lordship in Meath. In 1180, John de Courcy also ensured support
for his lordship from the Manx royal family by marrying Affreca, the daughter of
Godred, the Norse King of the Isle of Man.84 Furthermore, because de Courcy's lordship
was located in Ulster, marriage into a Norse royal family ensured protection from
invasion from the sea.
The Anglo-Normans took full advantage of pre-existing patterns and structures in
establishing their rule. They adopted the pre-existing territorial boundaries to delineate
the borders of their new lordships, and adapted the standing fortifications when they
began to create their own system of castellation, government and administration in
Ireland. As Flanagan points out many Anglo-Norman fortifications were placed at sites
that were often the pre-Norman site of a "seigneurial" centre for an Irish lord or king and
may have already had an earthwork fortification in situ. Because of this, it is often
difficult to compare the concentration of pre-Norman Irish and Anglo-Norman
fortifications. However, the early Anglo-Norman castles often differed from the pre82

Duffy, "The Nature of the Medieval," 28.
Ruaidri Ua Conchobair became king of Ireland in 1166. He was determined to rule all of the
kingdoms in Ireland and to create an "effective royal government". He held a national assembly in Meath in
1167. He was king when Diarmait MacMurchada fled to England to gain support for Henry II. He led
numerous campaigns against the invading Anglo-Normans. He was also responsible for the destruction of
Hugh de Lacy's initial fortification at Trim. He later formed an alliance with de Lacy and further sealed the
alliance by marrying his daughter to the Anglo-Norman Lord. He attempted peace with the Norman king
when he signed the Treaty of Windsor with Henry II in 1175, swearing fealty to Henry but also ensuring
that he kept control over part of his territory. Emmett O'Byrne, "Ua Conchobair, Ruaidri c. 1116-1198" pp.
466-471 in Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopaedia, 2005,469.
84
Sean Duffy, "The First Ulster Plantation: John De Courcy and the Men of Cumbria" pp. 1-27 in
Barry, T, Robin Frame and Katharine Simms, eds., Colony and Frontier in Medieval Ireland: Essays
Presented to J.F. Lydon (London: The Hambledon Press, 1995), 25.
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existing Irish fortifications in construction, military configuration and power functions.
The continuity in use of fortification and fortified sites bears directly on the degree to
which the Irish would have been intimidated by the Anglo-Norman fortifications (see
Fig.3). Reusing Irish sites and fortifications was also an indication of the insecurity felt
by Anglo-Norman invaders and their lack of means to fund construction of new ones. The
Normans had previous experience in the converting and reusing of "pre-existing
indigenous monuments".85 Ample evidence exists of opportunistic-utilization of
"Roman, Saxon fortifications and prehistoric tumuli" in England, Wales and Scotland as
well as France, Germany and Italy.

The appropriation of Irish sites by Anglo-Normans

can be perceived as evidence that those sites played an important military, administrative,
political and social role as noble and royal residences in this era were fast developing into
power centres. Reusing them served both as a speedy method of fortifying and
dominating an area (see Fig. 4) and a "powerful symbol of conquest", resulting in a
multi-faceted military presentation of power to the native Irish viewer (see Chapter 3).87
Not only could the Anglo-Norman invaders rapidly fortify their new holdings, they also
usurped and modified important Irish sites, thus enforcing their claim to control of the
countryside.

Colin O'Drisceoil, "Recycled Ringforts: The Evidence from Archaeological Excavation for the
Conversion of Pre-Existing Monuments to Motte Castles in Medieval Ireland" Journal for the County
Louth Archaeological and Historical Society 25,2 (2002), 189-210,193.
86
There is a distinct difference in the use of the sites. Sites in Britain, Germany, France and Italy
were not adapted to the extent of many sites in Ireland. The evidence from O Drisceoil's study provides
insight and illustrates the percentage of sites that were modified: he finds that "[0]of the fifteen Irish
mottes for which excavation data exists, eight (53.33%) were built on a pre-existing monument". O'
Drisceoil, "Recycled Ringforts," 193.
87
O Drisceoil, "Recycled Ringforts," 193.
88
O Drisceoil also finds that some of the "adapted settlements" were not forcibly taken by AngloNorman invaders and there is evidence that the native Irish possibly consented to the construction or that
the sites were reused by the Irish themselves. "Recycled Ringforts," 193.
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Fig. 3: An example of an adapted pre-existing ringwork at Trim. The keep was placed
within the fosse.
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Source: P. David Sweetman, Medieval Castles of Ireland (London: The Collins Press, 2005), 5.
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Fig. 4: Example of the phases in the adaptation of a ringwork to a motte castle.

Source: T.E. McNeill. Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World (London: Routledge, 1997), 65.

Many Irish fortifications served a protective rather than defensive function in the
pre-Norman period; they were used to guard the residence and stock of the owners rather
than serve a defensive function against military attack. They vary in size, intricacy and
construction materials often using what was available in the landscape. These
fortifications can be separated into five different types, raths (earthen raths, see Fig. 5)
which can be split into three types: univallate (see Fig.6), multivallate (see Fig.6) and
bivallate (see Fig.7), raised raths or rath mounds (see Fig.7), cashels (stone walled raths)
, duns, stone-walled raths, combination stone and earthen raths and crannogs (see Fig.

29
9and 10).

Raths, raised raths and cashels resemble ringforts often found in England,

Wales and Scotland. Raths were often referred to as ringforts; however, this tends to
suggest that the sites were primarily military forts. McNeill describes raths and cashels as
"defensive homesteads by free farmers" not nobility.90 The rath served as a 'farmstead'
in pre-Norman Ireland and was usually constructed in areas that had good soil for
farming and were often located in high areas that provided surveyance of the land. The
rath was the most common form of Irish medieval settlement site.91 A rath consists of a
bank that is dug from an "external fosse" and can often be a combination of stone filler
with an earthen top.

The most common forms of rath was the univallate type, it can be

a "circular, oval, or sometimes pear-shaped area enclosed by one or more earthen banks
and ditches".

The bivallate type with two banks with a ditch between was a less

commonly used form with trivallate type being the rarest. The entrance to raths were
often placed facing eastward with a causeway across the ditch and a gated entrance
through the fosse of the raised bank.95 The settlement distribution of raths was directly
affected by the availability of suitable land for agriculture and cattle grazing. They were

The word dun was not only reserved for large stone ringforts; the use of the name often implied
some importance to the site and was also used to describe stone forts and towns. Duffy, Ireland in the
Middle Ages, 11.
McNeill, Castles in Ireland, 8. A univallate rath is an enclosure that is defined by one single bank of earth
and a ditch surrounding it. A multivallate rath is a hill fort or enclosure that has more than one rampart, this
type of rath made up only a small percentage of rath types in early medieval Ireland. A bivallate rath is an
earthwork with two separate banks of earth, each with their own separate ditch. Nancy Edwards, The
Archaeology of Early Medieval Ireland (New York: Routledge, 2004), 14.
90
T.E. McNeill, Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World (New York: Routledge,
1997), 8.
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Nancy Edwards, "The Archaeology of Early Medieval Ireland, c. 400-1169: Settlement and
Economy" pp. 235-369 in O Croinin, Daibhi ed., A New History of Ireland: Prehistoric and Early Ireland
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 238.
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Eamon Cody, "A Brief Look at Aspects of Ringfort Morphology and Distribution" pp. 1 -8 in
Conleth Manning ed., From Ringworks to Fortified Houses: Studies on Castles and other Monuments in
Honour of David Sweetman (Dublin: Wordwell, 2007), 2.
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Edwards, "The Archaeology," 244.
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often placed on higher ground in arable areas to provide a view of the surrounding
landscape.96
Fig.5: Example of the placement of Raths in the Irish landscape.
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Source: F.H.A Aalen, Kevin Whelan and Matthew Stout, Atlas of the Irish Rural Landscape. (Cork: Cork
University Press, 1997), 44.

Fig.6: Example of Univallate and Multivallate Raths.
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Source: Nancy Edwards, The Archaeology of Early Medieval Ireland (New York: Routledge, 2004), 13.
' Edwards, "The Archaeology," 239.
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Fig.7: Example of Bivallate and Raised Raths.
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Source: Nancy Edwards, The Archaeology of Early Medieval Ireland (New York: Routledge, 2004), 13.

Cashels were much rarer, they usually occurred in areas where stone was readily
available and "soil cover" was sparse.97 They were circular or sub-circular enclosures
measuring at the largest up to 60 metres across (see Fig.8). They were built in great
numbers across medieval Ireland from 500 to 1000 CE.
Fig. 8: An example of a cashel within the landscape.

Source: F.H.A Aalen, Kevin Whelan and Matthew Stout, Atlas of the Irish Rural Landscape. (Cork: Cork
University Press, 1997), 44.
97

Cody finds that cashels occurred in "rocky landscapes" that were often closer to the coast. When
moving inland, the number of earthen ringforts greatly outnumbers the total of cashels found. Cody, "A
Brief Look," 2.
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Raths were often constructed from different materials but they performed the
same function: they were a protective structure that not only secured the family of the
farmer but his herd as well. They served to protect the owner and offer a visible display
of his power and status in the area. Raths were "substantial structures...very visible
features on the landscape."

They have also been linked to the occurrence of "dairying"

that was predominant in medieval Ireland as cattle were a major part of the socioeconomic society that was based on the "client system" that was prevalent in Ireland from
approximately 600 to 1000 CE." Protective fortifications were necessary to protect the
investment in livestock.

However, the creation of protective fortifications was not

solely a response to cattle raiding. The Irish rath was a status symbol, proof of the
owner's power and status and, when incorporated with a need for defence, they became
multi-faceted constructions similar to the future Anglo-Normans combination of castle
functions: military, administrative/economic, symbolic/status buildings.101 The entrance
to raths were often placed facing eastward with a causeway across the ditch and a gated
entrance through the fosse of the raised bank.102
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Cody, "A Brief Look," 7.
James Lyttleton and Michael Monk, "Sites, Social Change and Warfare in the second half of the
first millennium AD: A Reappraisal" pp. 9-32 in Manning, Conleth ed., From Ringforts to Fortified
Houses: Studies on Castles and Other Monuments in Honour of David Sweetman," (Dublin: Wordwell,
2007), 9. The client system "was primarily articulated through loans of cattle from higher-status groups to
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including the building of ringforts." Lyttleton and Monk, "Sites, Social Change," 10.
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Construction methods relied on the raw materials available locally. Earthen raths
could be constructed in most areas. Stone cashels were more difficult, labour and skill
intensive and could only be built where the materials were available—the most likely
reason for the smaller size of cashels.

Cashels were similar to raths except the earthen

banks were replaced with drystone walls and did not usually have ditches.

Raised

raths (rath mounds) were less common; they were strongly fortified raised platforms with
buildings within the enclosure. They often had ramped entrances and were very similar in
appearance to mottes.105 Rath mounds were more defensible than plain raths; they were
more difficult to access due to their raised elevation and this provided a better range of
view in which to spot incoming attacks.
Crannogs present the last form of fortification found in pre-Norman Ireland (see
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). The crannog was an artificial island usually constructed in a lake; they
served as seats of kings and nobles and were highly defendable (see Fig. 11).

The Irish

annals began to refer to fortified structures as dun, caistel or caislen as early as 1136. The
fact that those annals also referred to Anglo-Norman castles using the same terms (dun,
caistel, caislen) may serve as evidence that the Irish did not find much difference
between Irish and early Anglo-Norman fortifications.
103
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Edwards, "The Archaeology," 242.
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Robert Higham and Philip Barker, Timber Castles (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2004),
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Lyttleton and Monk, "Sites, Social Change," 13.
McNeill points out that "if, however, we take the definition of a castle...as 'a fortified residence
which might combine administrative and judicial functions, but in which military considerations were
paramount', then crannogs pose a real problem for the students of castles. On the one hand, there can be no
doubt that crannogs may meet this definition... [0]on the other, they are not generally accepted as castles,
usually, if silently, because of two lines of argument. The first is because of the link which is always at the
heart of the question of castle origins and definition: in no way were crannogs linked to the territorial
estates and systems of lordship called feudalism...[T]the second argument against the crannog as castle is
even cruder, if more powerful. It is that they are found far earlier than any castle, and they not look
anything like what we think of as a castle; this is, of course, a classical circular argument." McNeill,
Castles in Ireland, 8-9.
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Fig. 9: Recently discovered Crannog site at Carna in the South Connemara area.

Source: Lorna Siggins, "Crannog site revealed after lake's level drops" August 12,2011,
http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/ireland/2010/0629/1224273556107.html
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Fig. 10: Distribution of Crannogs.

Source: Kieran Denis O'Conor, The Archaeology of Medieval Rural Settlement in Ireland (Dublin: Royal
Irish Academy, 1998), 78.

Fig. 11: A crannog fortification under attack.

Source: Kieran Denis O'Conor, The Archaeology of Medieval Rural Settlement in Ireland (Dublin: Royal
Irish Academy, 1998), 81.
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The construction of stone castles similar to those of the Normans before the
invasion would have called for expertise in castle planning and architecture apparently
not present in Ireland.108 The Irish had been constructing buildings from stone for three
hundred years prior to the Anglo-Norman invasion.

However, their stone masons

specialized in ecclesiastical structures, such as cathedrals and churches, not fortifications.
It was not a lack of organization, materials or stone cutting expertise that prevented the
Irish from creating stone castles. McNeill claimed that Irish nobility would have been
able to recruit local masons and locate the stone, lime and lumber necessary but they
"would have been at a loss when faced with planning a keep."

This is most likely an

overstatement; the Irish used different types of protective and defensive fortifications
than the Anglo-Normans. For example, the crannog fortification was a highly effective
defensive stronghold and was often constructed of stone. However, the Irish used natural
defences such as placing a fortification in the centre of a lake rather than creating a stone
castle complex. It does appear that the Norman invasion provided both the incentive and
models for stone military architecture: the Irish nobility quickly adapted and began a
campaign of fortification that emulated the Norman castellation of the countryside.111
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Dunlo, built by Toirdelbach Ua Conchobair, king of Connacht...these word forms were subsequently used
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between them and Irish fortifications." "Sites, Social Change," 13.
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Norman castles in Ireland were first and foremost, military defensive
fortifications, especially in the early decades of the conquest and colonization.112 AngloNormans encountered in Ireland a very complex network of petty kings and nobles who
were constantly competing and warring for control of territory and resources. The frontier
fortifications were necessary for the Anglo-Norman survival and domination of Ireland.
The castle builders not only fortified against attack, they placed a symbolic monument of
their power in that territory and this stated a claim to the countryside. In Ireland, the
Anglo-Norman creation of any type of fortification from a stone castle to a simple timber
fort "signified change and symbolized the new order".113
Domination of the landscape was the initial concern of Anglo-Norman lords who
wished to stabilize their lordships. The positioning of castellation networks in Northeastern Ireland was closely related to the placement of Anglo-Norman settlements. To
exert effective control over the borders and protect both trade routes and incoming
colonists, the Anglo-Normans quickly established complex castellation networks on the
borders of their lordships. The substantial immigration of colonists originating from
England, Wales and Scotland often displaced the indigenous occupants of the area,
adding to the anti-Norman hostility and the need for a further frontier castellation. The
castellated frontier networks served not only a defensive border but also as a cultural
divide between the incoming colonists and the indigenous Irish. From the beginning of
the colonization, the Anglo-Norman authorities sought to prevent "cultural assimilation"
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Charles Coulson, Castles in Medieval Society: Fortresses in England, France, and Ireland in
the Central Middle Ages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 225.
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and the "gaelicisation" of English colonists.114 The English Crown particularly
strenuously opposed intermarriage among the noble families but here the reasons were
political, not only cultural.115
A large number of Norman castles constructed in the early years of the invasion
were "earth and timber" fortifications.116 These materials were abundant and the
fortification could therefore be erected quickly.117 There were four types of fortification
used by the Anglo-Normans in medieval Ireland. The first type was the most prestigious
fortification, the stone castle. Secondly, the motte and bailey castle was used intensively
during the first fifty years of the colonization (see Fig. 13).118 The third type was the
ringwork castle and the fourth, the rectangular enclosure or "moated" fortification.119
The motte and ringwork fortification was used more extensively in the north-eastern
portion of the Anglo-Norman lordships including Ulster and Meath (see Fig. 12). The
enclosure or "moated" fortification was more prominent in the south-eastern section of
the Anglo-Norman territory due to its use as a settlement fortification (see Fig. 14). The
motte and ringwork castles were more often used as border fortifications in comparison to
the enclosure or "moated" site which was frequently used to protect the residence of the
owner from raiding. The use of "moated" sites by early Anglo-Norman settlers was
comparable to the use of ringworks by the pre-Norman Irish. They tended to serve a more
protective function rather than a defensive role. In comparison to the motte, the
enclosure or "moated" fortification was more difficult to defend due to its longer
114
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perimeter and lack of elevation. However, it was easier to erect and could accommodate
more men and horses which was more difficult to achieve in a motte unless a bailey was
constructed.
Fig. 12: Distribution of Mottes in Ireland.

Source Kieran Denis O'Conor, The Archaeology of Medieval Rural Settlement in Ireland (Dublin Royal
Insh Academy, 1998), 20

McNeill, Castles in Ireland, 62
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Fig. 13: A Historical Reconstruction of a Motte and Bailey Castle

Source: David Sweetman, Medieval Castles of Ireland (London: The Collins Press, 2005), 172.

Fig. 14: Example of a "Moated" fortification.

Source: T.B. Barry, The Archaeology of Medieval Ireland (London: Routledge, 1987), 90.
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There was some difficulty estimating the actual number Anglo-Norman ringwork
constructions because of the high number of pre-existing Irish ringworks. There may
have been as many as 30,000 ringworks in Ireland, both Irish and Anglo-Norman.
Extensive excavation is one of the methods of determining whether a castle had been
preceded by a ringwork, however, due to the high number of sites, would be a
considerable project to undertake. However, it is possible to estimate the origin of some
sites using placement in the landscape and other fortifications as indicators of origin. For
example, the pre-existing ringwork at Trim castle was discovered after the excavation of
the inner castle ward.
While the stone castle is the preferred subject of study by both scholars and the
avid amateur, mottes were more common and were often intended as permanent
fortifications and residences.122 Many mottes in Ireland were still occupied as
193

fortifications and residences over 100 years after they were constructed.

A vast

majority of those mottes were never fortified with a stone construction and remained as
timber fortifications. A motte consists of an artificially raised mound of earth (often
placed on a natural rise) with a fosse (moat) around the base.

The top of the mound

was flattened and the perimeter of the flattened area was defended by a palisade and often
also with a timber or stone tower (keep) placed in the centre.

Some mottes also had a

bailey, a "rectilinear" earthwork that enclosed a courtyard placed usually close to the
motte (see Fig. 16). The bailey was typically fortified separately with a palisade and ditch.
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The only link between the bailey and motte was often a drawbridge, which could be
raised for protection in times of attack. The bailey also often housed the hall, chapel,
various trades including the blacksmith and housing for the servants of the lord. Motte
and bailey castles found in Ireland are often quite different in their design from their
English and Welsh counterparts. The mottes often were not as tall, commonly lacked
baileys and had a broader summit that housed buildings normally found in the bailey.126
By the late twelfth century, the motte had fallen out of favour as a building type in
continental Europe.127 However, in Ireland it was most likely used by the "prestige198

conscious" Anglo-Normans as its design allowed for high visibility in the countryside.
It was also easy to construct (the materials necessary were readily available) and its
rounded apex could be easily defended by a small group of soldiers against a larger
attacking army.129 The relatively easy construction of mottes (in comparison to stone
castles) made them extremely useful in the creating of frontier fortification networks,
often consisted of several earthwork fortifications centered on a stone castle.

The motte

castle can be seen as a 'frontier' fortification because it was used more frequently than
any other castle type in the conquest of Anglo-Norman North-eastern Ireland.

The

placement of frontier castellation was based on the defensive need as well as the
geography of the area; in addition, pre-existing settlements and the suitability of the soil
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for agriculture also played a role. Norman invaders created a line of defensive outposts
1 39

across the frontier that bordered conquered lands and the rest of Ireland.
Irish enclosure and "moated" sites were comparable to English examples found in
1 33

England and Wales. In England, many of the "moated" sites were also fish ponds.

In

addition, Irish sites were often smaller and lower than English examples.1 4 Enclosure
sites were thought to the homes and protected farmsteads of the Anglo-Norman settlers in
1 3S

Ireland; a group of people on the lower end of the seigniorial class.

There were two

types of enclosure fortification, the rectangular enclosure and the "moated" site. The
rectangular enclosure consisted of a homestead or building surrounded by a rectangular
bank. A "moated" site can be defined as a house or structure fully or partially surrounded
by a wide ditch (moat) which was often but not always filled with water.
Anglo-Norman castle-building in medieval Ireland began approximately 1177 and
continued into the early fourteenth century (see Fig. 15). The number of Anglo-Norman
stone castles built in this period has been roughly estimated at 100 to 150.137 There were
approximately 476 Anglo-Norman mottes and sixty-three ringwork castles constructed in
Ireland from the late twelfth to the very early fourteenth century.138 The number of
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enclosure or "moated" castles has been estimated to number around 1000.139 In the early
years of the conquest and power consolidation, Anglo-Normans were pressed to construct
strongholds quickly and used materials such as timber and earth. However, the central
castles in the castellation networks of Ulster and Meath were originally constructed as
stone fortifications. In the later stages of the conquest, more castles were built from stone
but earth and timber castles also remained popular. Many of the larger stone castles
underwent a series of renovations and/or additions. These alterations were frequently tied
to changes of castle ownership, as a result of hostile take-over by competing AngloNorman nobles or Crown concessions.
Fig. 15: Map of Anglo-Norman Fortifications in Ireland
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The castellation strategy employed by the Anglo-Normans in North-eastern
Ireland was closely tied to the success and evolution of the lordships. Each lordship had a
central stone castle that served the lord as the caput of his lordship, as a residence, an
administrative centre, judicial and economic hub as well as a dominative function to
physically and psychologically defend the lord from any hostiles (Irish or AngloNorman). In the case of Trim and Carrickfergus, the first stage of stone castle
construction was an early type of 'outpost' fortification that was created as a quick
solution for protection against a hostile indigenous population (see Fig. 15). The power
function that an 'outpost' fortification created in a hostile territory can be classified as
force. This form of power outlined by Ledyaev was the power holder's ability to
influence the physical environment of the subject.

140

By placing a fortification in a

prominent position in the landscape or over a pre-existing power site, the Anglo-Normans
applied "psychological" force upon the indigenous population.141
Fig. 16: Carrickfergus Castle Complex: Phase 1
CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE
PHASE 1

Source: Based on: Cormac McSparron, "Evaluation Report 164: Carrickfergus Castle" (Belfast: Centre for
Archaeological Fieldwork, 2008), 5.

Valeri G. Ledyaev, Power: A Conceptual Analysis. (New York: Nova Science Publishing,
1997), 183.
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The second type of fortification occurred after the Anglo-Normans settled into the
territories that they conquered. This included the beginnings of stone castle complexes
including additions to the keep, curtain walls, mural towers and gatehouses (see Fig. 16).
This period of castle construction corresponds with the social and political atmosphere
concerning interaction with the Irish and the infighting and rivalry among the AngloNormans themselves. After the early years of fighting, the resident Anglo-Norman nobles
began to create bonds with many of the Irish nobles. This included intermarriages with
the daughters of Irish royalty and implementation of a seigneurial system with Irish
clients. The type of power indicative of this period is a combination of authoritative and
manipulative power. This is evident in the manner in which the viewer perceived the
castles (whether they were Irish or Anglo-Norman) as permanent power structures that
manipulated the natural landscape as well as influenced the political and social structures
of the region.
Fig. 17: Carrickfergus Castle Complex: Phase 2
CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE
PHASE 2

Source: Based on: Cormac McSparron, "Evaluation Report 164: Carrickfergus Castle" (Belfast: Centre for
Archaeological Fieldwork, 2008), 5.
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The third period of castle fortification comprised the expansion and improvement
of castle complexes (see Fig. 16). For example, Carrickfergus was renovated and another
curtain wall was created that enclosed the entire promontory on which it was situated.
This phase of reconstruction was for many stone castles, the last stage of the
consolidation of power in the Anglo-Norman conquest. By this point, a number of power
functions are apparent in the castle strategy that the Anglo-Normans employed. This
period is a combined union of coercive, authoritative and manipulative power. The castle
functioned as an instrument used to dominate the physical landscape as well as the social
and political structures. The physical presence of castles and castle networks influenced
the control that the Normans had on the region. The capture of castles became a means
for Anglo-Normans to vie for power and gain favour from the English crown.
Fig. 18: Carrickfergus Castle Complex, Phase 3.
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CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE
PHASE 3

Source: Based on: Cormac McSparron, "Evaluation Report 164: Carrickfergus Castle" (Belfast: Centre for
Archaeological Fieldwork, 2008), 5.
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Defensibility and logistics were therefore the key consideration in the location and
longevity of castle sites. Norman castles were most often built on pre-existing Irish
fortifications but differed from them in construction and military configuration. The
fortifications created by Anglo-Normans in North-eastern Ireland evolved from
rudimentary 'outpost' fortifications to large castle complexes complete with
administrative, economic and defensive capabilities during the conquest and resulting
colonization. The central castles and castle networks that formed around them became
intertwined with the success of the consolidation of Anglo-Norman power. However, in
sequence with the progress of the physical structure of the fortifications was the evolution
of the power functions. The power function of the early 'outpost' fortifications created as
a quick solution for protection against a hostile indigenous population varied greatly from
the later stone fortifications which were designed to accommodate administrative and
judicial functions as well as display military power. These developments are exemplified
by the castellation of the lordships of Meath and Ulster in general and the castles Trim
and Carrickfergus in particular, as demonstrated in Chapter Two.
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Chapter 2:
Castellation and Dominative Power in Anglo-Norman North-Eastern Ireland
The castellation of North-eastern Ireland, particularly the lordships of Meath and
Ulster, exemplified the patterns, dynamics and power functions of Anglo-Norman castle
building in Ireland. In this chapter, I will analyze the castellation campaign of the John de
Courcy and the de Lacy family spanning the early years of the conquest in the late twelfth
century to the later years of the consolidation and colonization in the early thirteenth
century and delineate the changes in the power functions during the evolution of the
castellation networks in the Meath and Ulster lordships from the early use of force to a
higher complexity including authoritative and coercive power. In addition, the evolution
of the Anglo-Norman castellation of North-eastern Ireland will be examined. This will
include the development of the military role and power functions and how they changed,
to some degree, with each period. For example, authoritative power was a major focus of
the first phase and often involved the adaption of pre-existing fortifications and their use
as an Anglo-Norman defensive bases and also encompassed the early earth and timber
defensive structures that were created as 'outpost' fortifications. The second period
evolved architecturally as well as in its power function and became more dominative.
This phase covered the replacement of the earth and timber castles with the beginning of
the construction of stone castle complexes. The castle in the third period becomes
increasingly more architecturally complex, functioning as a representation of coercive
power and involved the construction of stone castle complexes as well as the renovation
and improvement of the complexes with the aim of adapting the castle into a residence
and administrative and improving the defences. These developments are reflected in the
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development of Trim (the principal castle of the Meath Lordship) and of Carrickfergus
(the principal castle of Ulster), both in response to Anglo-Norman relations with the Irish
and the rivalry among the Anglo-Normans.
The principal rivals in the quest for power and lordship in North-Eastern AngloNorman Ireland were members of the de Lacy and de Courcy families. Hugh de Lacy, as
well as his sons Walter and the younger Hugh, commissioned and supervised the
construction of a castle network in the territory of Meath. John de Courcy conquered
Ulster and created a network of outpost castles protecting his territory from hostile forces
from the North. The two key castles among there were Trim (County Meath) and
Carrickfergus (County Antrim). Trim and Carrickfergus encompassed both fortifications
and boroughs.
Hugh de Lacy had accompanied Henry to Ireland in 1171 and was entrusted with
custody of the new colony at Dublin, as well as a grant of the entire kingdom of Meath
(Mide) with a service of fifty knights.142 Potterton points out that this was an extremely
high concentration of power to be placed on one man; however, but that it was most
likely Henry's attempt to curb the growing ambition and power of Strongbow in
Ireland.143 The de Lacy family originated from Lassy and Campeaux, Normandy. The
elder Hugh was the great-grandson of Walter de Lacy who fought in the Norman
conquest of England in 1066. The elder Hugh did not remain in Ireland for long after
Henry's exit and returned to fight on Henry's behalf in Normandy in 1173. He returned to
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Ireland around 1177 and began an extensive campaign of castellation across the territory
of Meath. His fortification at Trim was used as the caput of his lordship but he created a
network of outpost castles that were linked to Trim. He was also involved in
ecclesiastical construction and was patron to many priories and abbeys. Hugh furthered
his power by allying with his old enemy Ruaidri Ua Conchobair. He married Ua
Conchobair's daughter "Rose", much to the displeasure of Henry II. Soon after, he was
recalled to England by Henry and did not return to Ireland until 1182. After his return, he
continued to improve his holdings in Ireland and to build numerous fortifications. It is not
clear how many castles Hugh de Lacy commissioned or oversaw before his death at the
Durrow castle. However, approximately twenty to twenty-five fortifications can be
attributed to the de Lacy campaign.
After undermining John's efforts to assume the lordship of Ireland by preventing
the Irish kings and nobility from presenting John with tribute, the elder Hugh de Lacy
was assassinated in 1186. De Lacy was beheaded by an Irishman while surveying the site
of Durrow where he was involved in the construction of a fortification. He left three sons:
Walter and the younger Hugh were the sons by his Norman wife, and William Gorm de
Lacy by his Irish wife. In the years preceding their father's death, Walter and the younger
Hugh became the lord of Meath and earl of Ulster respectively and became two of the
most powerful men in Ireland. This put them at odds with other Anglo-Normans in
Ireland, including John de Courcy, Lord of Ulster.
John de Courcy (also de Courci, de Curci) arrived in Ireland in approximately
1177. Much of his career before his appearance in Ireland is unknown; however, his
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family originated from Courcy-sur-Dives in Calvados, Normandy and held lands in Stoke
Courcy in Somerset, England. He received a very small part of the family's holdings in
England and was the eldest son of "a cadet aristocratic line".145 Steve Flanders pointed
out that John de Courcy's "prospects were not as bright as the sons of senior lines,
especially the sons of leading lords".146 This could be the reason behind his rapacious
invasion and conquest of Ulster in 1177.
He arrived in Ireland with the king's deputy William fitz Audelin and joined the
Dublin garrison in 1176.147 He was given the speculative order by King Henry II that if
he could take the territory of Ulster he could have it as his lordship.148 Against fitz
Audelin's orders, de Courcy raised an army of 22 knights and 300 soldiers and marched
North to Ulaid (Ulster, modern Antrim and Down).149 Giraldus Cambrensis obviously
admired de Courcy for his skills as a warrior and commented in his work The Conquest of
Ireland that de Courcy was "a bold and brave soldier".150 However, he also found fault
with de Courcy's skills as a leader and stated that he often forgot his duties as a general in
his eagerness to "mingle in the fight".151 This did not seem to affect the initial success of
his invasion of Ulster. De Courcy and his forces moved secretly and quickly and after
four days reached County Down. Tom McNeill pointed out that some of the three
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hundred that accompanied de Courcy and his knights were Irish.

This is possibly the

reason for de Courcy's easy entrance into Downpatrick. After reaching Downpatrick, de
Courcy attacked the rath and administrative centre of Rath Celtair (later known as Dunleth-glas), defeating and driving off Ruaidhri Mac Duinn Sleibe, King of the Dal
Fiatach.m He constructed a fortification at Downpatrick at this point but as Giraldus
points out, it was a "weak fort which he had constructed of slight materials in one corner
of the city".

This was the first record of any fortification that de Courcy constructed in

Ireland, and although it was a hasty effort it proves de Courcy's determination to
dominate the area. His conquest of the territory did not end with his victory at
Downpatrick.
De Courcy embarked on a castellation campaign that included the castles of
Carrickfergus and Dundrum. He also pursued an ecclesiastical program that supported
and constructed abbeys and priories relating back to his family ties in Cumbria.155 De
Courcy further solidified his position in Northern Ireland with his marriage to Affreca,
daughter of Godfred, King of Man in 1180.156 His connection to Godfred and, more
importantly, Godfred's fleet was advantageous and de Courcy would prevail upon his inlaws for support in his later years. From the 1180's to the 1190's, de Courcy created
alliances with many of the noble Irish families including the Fir Li and the Airgialla.
Henry II appointed him Justiciar of Ireland in 1185. Initially, de Courcy had allied with
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Walter de Lacy and his brother, the younger Hugh de Lacy. He fought alongside Walter
against the allies of John Lackland during John's rebellion against King Richard in 1193.
He aided the younger Hugh de Lacy in his invasion of Connacht in 1201. De Courcy was
subsequently captured by the younger Hugh de Lacy and was forced to return to England
to face John who had become king in 1199. After this event, de Courcy and the de Lacy
brothers became enemies and met in battle at Down in 1203 and 1204.157 De Courcy was
defeated by the younger Hugh de Lacy in both battles and returned to England in 1205.
He lost his Ulster lordship to de Lacy in 1205. He retreated to the Isle of Man, raised a
fleet with the help of his brother-in-law King Rognvaldr and besieged his own
fortification, Dundrum castle. He was unable to penetrate it and returned to England in
1207. He does not reappear until 1210 when he assisted the king in expelling the younger
Hugh de Lacy from Carrickfergus. He never regained his lordship as it became royal
property. De Courcy died in relative obscurity and was possibly buried in
1 CO

Northamptonshire, England.
Anglo-Norman rivalries also had an effect on the castellation of north-eastern
Ireland. In several cases, Anglo-Norman lords took control of a rival's castle and/or
lordship or were granted control by the Crown. For example, the younger Hugh De Lacy
was granted John de Courcy's lands in Ulster by King John in 1205.159 He renovated
many of de Courcy's castles including Carrickfergus and Dundrum. The de Lacy family,
John de Courcy, and their fellow Anglo-Normans rapidly established a dense network of
lordships and corresponding castle networks while facing the hostility of the displaced
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Irish.160 As McNeill points out, the three lordships of Meath, Oriel and Ulster provide
clear examples of the Anglo-Norman border fortification strategy, partly because of their
exposure to powerful Irish enemies. They faced the "kingdoms of Breifne and Argialla,
behind which lay Cenel Eogain; all had been pressing south and east...against the weaker
kingdoms of Meath and Ulaid".161
The northern Irish kingdoms were more of a threat to the Anglo-Normans than the
southern kingdoms. The kings of Connacht and the south were in constant negotiations
with the Anglo-Norman lords in comparison with the northern kings who were hostile
towards the Anglo-Norman invaders.162 Meath and Ulster lordships faced strong
northern Irish kingdoms. These included the Breifhe, Argialla and the Cenel Eoghain that
in the pre-Norman period had been pressing south and east against the kingdoms of
Meath and Ulaid (Ulster). The military role of the frontier networks in the early years of
the conquest was not aimed at neutralizing insurgence from within the lordships but
rather at counteracting raiding from the outside.163 This northern hostility could be a
possible motivation for the higher density of mottes in the lordships of Meath, Oriel and
Ulster and relatively lower densities further south in the lordships of Leinster and
Munster.164 Moreover, the Irish began to fortify in response the intensive castellation of
the Normans. Duffy finds that evidence of a dense network of native Irish raths in south
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Ulster and north-west Leinster which may have represented the refugee Irish population
displaced from the area of the new Anglo-Norman colonies.165
In the lordships in Meath and Ulster, the fortifications were clustered along the
frontier edges, with the exception of the principal castles.166 In Ulster, the castle density
was highest in the "strategically vulnerable area" at the shores of the Lough Neagh (see
Fig. 21).

The frontier castellation strategy in the lordship of Meath was similar to

Ulster; there are very few mottes beyond the frontier line (see Fig. 19).168 The line of
fortifications ran along the northern line of the Meath lordship also separating more
arable land to the south from the less fertile land to the north (see Fig. 20).169
Significantly, this border allowed Anglo-Norman colonists access to the most arable land
and pushed the Irish into the less arable topography in the area. The borders of the
lordships of Meath, Oriel and Ulster were protected by a network of castles that formed a
protective zone that was "some eight kilometres deep".170
In addition, numerous fortifications were not occupied for long periods of time.
Many were only used while necessary for the campaign of a noble and were later
abandoned.
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original Irish kingdom of Ulaid.

In addition, the size and design of fortifications

deviated between the lordships. The height of the mottes in Ulster and Meath was
considerably lower than those in Leinster and Oriel. Those lordships had mottes of
comparable height but had lower density of mottes than Ulster and Meath.173 The
occurrence of high-density lower mottes is most likely one of necessity. The creation of a
motte or large mound of earth takes considerable manpower and resources. The high
number of lower mottes in Ulster and Meath is most likely determined by a greater need
for fortification and defence. A lower motte is easier to construct and leaves time and
resources to create more sites, in turn creating a well-defended network of fortifications.
Ulster mottes can be further separated from the mottes found in Meath, Leinster and Oriel
due to their ownership by lesser ranking nobles. McNeill further correlates the lower
height of the mottes in Ulster with the lower standing of the men who owned them. He
states that in the three lordships of Meath, Ulster and Leinster, higher mottes indicated
the status level of the lord. The motte height corresponded to resources the lord could
afford to spend on construction.174 McNeill points out that in the border areas, only ten
percent of all fortifications were stone (added to mottes).175 Stone castles may have
comprised a smaller percentage of the fortifications found in post-invasion Ireland;
however, they compensate for size, style and visual significance.
Many of the fortifications that were constructed during the conquest and
colonization of Ulster were earthworks. In Ulster, the use of baileys with mottes was a
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rarity and was confined to the borders of the territory.
borderlands indicates that they had a military function.

The use of baileys only on the
B.J. Graham finds the

placement of mottes in these areas was a strategic line of defence and this marked the
periphery of the settlement zone along the border of the zone that in the late thirteenth
1 78

century became known as the "Pale".
Fig. 19: The distribution of Anglo-Norman fortifications in the lordships of Meath and
Oriel.
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Fig. 20: The differences in soil arability in the medieval lordship of Meath.

Source: Based on B.J. Graham, "Anglo-Norman Settlement in County Meath" Proceedings of the Royal
Irish Academy. Section C: Archaeology, Celtic Studies, History, Linguistics, Literature 75 (1975): 223-249,
231.

Many of the lesser fortifications found in the lordships of Ulster and Meath were
timber and earth fortifications rather than stone. This was probably due to the fact that an
earth and timber motte could be erected within a year versus the longer period necessary
to construct a stone fortification.

However, timber and earth castles do not seem to be

used as extensively in the later years of the thirteenth century. This was most likely due to
the stabilization and consolidation of the Anglo-Norman lordships and a lessening need
for the rapid castellation of certain areas. The early construction of a stone castle was an
1 RO

unmistakable sign of the lords' resolution to endure in Ireland.
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Fig. 21: The distribution of Anglo-Norman fortifications in the lordship of Ulster.
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Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 4.

In both Meath and Ulster, a barrier of fortifications was strategically placed in
order to protect the colonists from hostile indigenous forces. In order to attract colonists
to an area, it had to be secure. Meath was one of the most intensely "Normanized" areas
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in Ireland and therefore it had one of the most densely castellated borders.

Many of the

mottes constructed in Meath were found along the Boyne River, in addition, a dense line
of fortifications covered a broad span of territory beginning in the north-east at the
settlement of Drumcondrath and ending in the south-west at the Clonard settlement.182
The mottes built in the border areas of the lordship of both Meath have been
approximately dated to the era of 1170 to 1230.183 The north-western borders of the
lordships of Meath have the highest density of Anglo-Norman mottes, some coming
within one to two miles of each other.184 The Ulster defensive network is clustered
around the Lough Neagh and surrounding area as well as along the eastern coastline.185
There was no evidence of motte castles in Ulster before the expedition of John de Courcy
in 1177.186 Most of the mottes found in Ulster can be dated to the era of 1177 to 1220.187
The lordship of Meath was concentrated in the Boyne River Valley. The Boyne
River was the principle waterway of the lordship; it measures seventy miles in length.
The source of the river can be found in the Bog of Allen and it runs a winding course
north, west and east finally emptying into the Irish Sea near Drogheda.188 The river
Blackwater was the major tributary which joined the Boyne near the site of Navan.
Elevated areas located in the west and north-east surrounded the Boyne river valley of
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lowlands (see Fig. 20). The land in this area is moderately fertile and was well-suited to
both pasture and tillage.189 This was an attractive area for colonists for several reasons.
The lower section of the valley opens onto an area of the coastline that is not protected by
uplands, which allowed accessible entry to the interior of the island. In addition, the area
received a lesser amount of precipitation and had fewer bogs and mountain areas that any
other area in the country.
The castles Trim and Carrickfergus were key instruments in the castellation
campaign introduced by the Anglo-Normans into Ireland. They represent significant
examples of major fortifications that were constructed in the early years of the
castellation campaign and continued to be enlarged and renovated in the later part of the
fourteenth century. Trim and Carrickfergus were the some of the largest fortifications
built in the area and their stone construction made them more legitimate in their
domination of the countryside. They also serve as an excellent model for the two types of
fortifications that the Anglo-Normans constructed in North-eastern Ireland: a motte and
bailey fortification (Carrickfergus) and the adaption of a pre-existing indigenous
ringwork fortification (Trim). Trim and Carrickfergus were both the caput for their lords;
they served not only as a defensive fortification but as administrative, economic and
social centres. The castellation networks created by John de Courcy and the de Lacy
family in their respective lordships were strategic and ensured the success of the AngloNorman domination of North-eastern Ireland.
As mentioned previously, the castles Trim and Carrickfergus served as the central
fortifications of their respective lordships. Their placement in the landscape was
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defensive and dominative; however, they also served as administrative and economic
centres for their lordships. From their establishment, the castles Trim and Carrickfergus
were constructed from stone. This was not only executed as a defensive measure but as a
symbol of permanence and prestige. The castles were designed as administrative and
residential headquarters for their lords. However, as both Hugh de Lacy and John de
Courcy were both appointed to governing positions by Henry II, Trim and Carrickfergus
also served as centres of the crown's prerogative in Ireland. Hugh de Lacy was appointed
and served in the position of Justiciar from 1172 to 1173 and again in 1177-1184.

John

1 Q9

de Courcy also served as the king's Justiciar from 1185 to approximately 1192.

De

Courcy and Walter de Lacy co-governed from 1194-95.
All the components of the central castle complexes exemplified the message of
dominative power. In the first phase of both Trim and Carrickfergus, the keep was used
as an administrative building. This initial building was essential for administration; it
provided a space for the lord and his family to reside as well as a setting from which the
lord could oversee his lordship. In the second phase of both Trim and Carrickfergus, a
hall was constructed away from the keep but kept within the inner ward of the castle
complex. The lord could then designate the keep a private residence and transfer all of the
administrative and social functions to the hall. The hall was an indispensable building
from which the lord could administer justice, meet with allies and tenants and create an
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organized space for his retinue to perform the executive tasks of the lordship. The
placement of the castle in the landscape was also linked to administration of the lordship.
The castle at Trim was built under the lordship of Hugh de Lacy in approximately
1172 on lands granted to him by Henry II. The castle was considered to be the seat of his
lordship. The remains of the castle at Trim are a keep with three side towers surrounded
by curtain walls that contain eight mural towers and two guardhouses. The north tower
collapsed in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century.

The castle is located in

the southwest quadrant of Co. Meath within the province of Leinster and is surrounded by
the town of the same name.195 The present town of Trim bisects the River Boyne; the
Boyne is a natural shipping route that linked the province of Leinster to the Irish Sea (see
Fig. 22).196 The castle is situated on the south bank of the river and protected the southeastern side of the "old town" (see Fig. 23).197 It is slightly elevated and therefore has a
good viewpoint of the surrounding countryside and thus it is tactically placed within the
landscape.
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a heavy cistern. After long exposure to water, the tower was weakened and this led to its collapse.
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 238-9.
195
Trim is located "40 km to the northwest of Dublin and 35km from the mouth of the River
Boyne near Drogheda." Potterton, Medieval Trim, 27.
196
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 27.
197
David Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations at Trim Castle, Co. Meath," Proceedings of the
Royal Irish Academy 78 (1978): 127-197, 130.
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Fig. 22: The placement of Trim Castle in relation to the Boyne River.
TRIM CASTLE

Source: T.E. McNeill, " Trim Castle: The First Three Generations" Archaeological Journal 147 (1990):
308-336, 309.

Fig. 23: The location of Trim Castle on the Boyne River and in relation to the town.

Source: Michael Potterton, Medieval Trim: History and Archaeology (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005),
288.
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Fig. 24: Trim Castle Complex.

Source: Colin Veach, '"Relentlessly Striving for More': Hugh de Lacy in Ireland" History Ireland 2,15
(2007): 1-3, 1.

The fortification at Trim can be separated into three major periods; the first
includes the adaption of a pre-existing ringwork fortification. For the purposes of this
study, the first period is further divided into two phases of Anglo-Norman ringwork
fortification. The first phase includes the construction of a wooden palisade and timber
building within the ringwork fosse and the second phase includes the reconstruction of a
larger wooden palisade and a timber structure with a stone foundation. The second period
involves the construction of a masonry keep. This period can be separated into four
phases of construction. The first phase includes the construction of the central block of
the keep and the four side towers. The second phase consists of the raising of the central
block and the addition of an interior dividing wall. The third phase consists of the
remodelling within the keep including the addition of mural passages and archways. The
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third period included the construction of the curtain walls, mural towers and gatehouses.
The fourth phase consisted of the addition of a third floor and the plinth at the base of the
keep.
Fig. 25: Trim Castle Complex.

Source: David Sweetman, The Medieval Castles of Ireland ((London: The Collins Press, 2005), 46.

Trim castle was first mentioned in the "The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland".1

8

This source states that Hugh de Lacy fortified a house, dug a ditch around it and enclosed
it with a stockade.199 The fortification at Trim was long thought to be a motte castle.200
However, after archaeological excavations by P.D. Sweetman in the 1970s, it was
discovered that the mound was in fact a stone plinth buried beneath the keep; the plinth
was attributed to a later thirteenth century date. 201 There are several explanations for the
confusion, the accumulation of earth and debris around the base of the keep misled
investigators and gave the impression that the keep was placed on the top of a mound. In
addition, an early reference to the castle claimed that the fortification was a motte and it
was assumed that Hugh de Lacy constructed a motte as most of his fortifications were
built in this manner.

However, after excavating the area around the keep, a ringwork

ditch was discovered.203 The ditch surrounding the keep is roughly 45 to 50 m in
diameter, there is a gap of 20m at the south-east side.204 Within the gap, archaeologists
discovered the remains of a structure, named Structure B; this building was placed in
between the terminals of the fosse.

A free-standing three stone walled structure; it was

most likely an early part of the defensive strategy at Trim.
There is archaeological evidence of the first fortification at Trim. The remains of
a 10.5m long wooden palisade was uncovered in the first excavation along the north-

198
199

"The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland" ed. Evelyn Mullally (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2007).
"The Deeds of the Normans in Ireland" ed. Evelyn Mullally (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2007),

135.
200

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 230.
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 231, Sweetman, "The Development," 223.
202
Mullally, ed., The Deeds of the Normans, 137.
203
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 231.
204
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 232.
205
Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations," 133.
201
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western inner edge of the ditch.206 There was evidence found of soil stained with charcoal
in the postholes of the palisade indicating that it was destroyed by fire. Within the
palisade, excavations uncovered the remains of a square timber structure. It suffered the
same fate as the palisade as evidenced by charcoal and burned grain in the postholes. The
charcoal from this building was radiocarbon dated to an approximate date of 11671216.207 In addition, there was evidence of other buildings within the palisade including a
908

dry-stone structure; they also showed signs of fire.

Narrative sources corroborate the

destruction of the first fortification by fire. The castle was attacked and burned by Ruaidri
O Conchobair (king of Connacht) in 1172/73.209 This event was recorded in "The Deeds
of the Normans in Ireland", which states that "The Irish arrived at Trim...They
completely demolished the motte and razed it to the ground, but first they set fire to the
dwelling".210 The destruction of the castle is also mentioned in Giraldus Cambrensis's
"The Conquest of Ireland".

J

Therefore, it is clear that the archaeological evidence

confirms the events recorded in the narrative sources and that there was a defensive
structure at the site of ringwork Trim before the construction of the keep and that it was
destroyed by fire between the years of 1167 and 1216.
After the fire in 1172/73, the fortification was rebuilt in 1173 as a timber building
with a stone foundation. A new larger palisade was also constructed protecting the stonefooted timber building although the original ditch was reused.

12

The new fortification

titled 'Structure J' was found to be similar to Structure B in type of materials used in the
206

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 232.
Potteron, Medieval Trim, 232.
208
Potteron, Medieval Trim, 232.
209
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 235.
210
Mullally, The Deeds of the Normans in Ir'eland,137'.
211
Giraldus Cambrensis states that "the castles of Trim and Dunluce in Meath, which had been
razed to the ground, and abandoned by Hugh Tyrrell, the governor thereof..." Expugnatio Hibernica, 259.
212
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 233.
207
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floor.

There has been much discussion over the origins of this structure. However,

Hayden determined after reviewing data from the early excavations and his own
excavations in the 1990s that the building was most likely associated with the second
Anglo-Norman phase of the ringwork fortification.214 There is evidence that the timber
structure with a stone foundation was demolished to create space for the construction of
91 S

the stone keep.
The twenty-sided masonry keep was constructed within the enclosure of the
earlier ringwork (see Fig.26). The layout is square with four smaller square towers
protruding from the centre of each side. The walls averaged at 3.75 m in thickness and
the building is 21m high. It is three-storied in the main building and four-storied in the
9 1 rS

towers.

According to archaeological data, the keep was constructed starting with the
917

north tower and progressed in a clockwise direction.

The keep was constructed in three

phases. The masonry is coursed limestone with red sandstone mouldings around the
lower (earlier) doorways and windows, the upper (later) windows are square-headed and
91 R

have no sandstone mouldings.

The dating for the construction of the keep has long

been disputed. However, dendrochronological data collected from putlog oak timbers
found in situ
within "Archaeological
the keep confirmed
that the
first two stories of the stone construction
Sweetman,
Excavations,"
133.
214

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 233. P. David Sweetman theorized during his earlier excavation of
the site that the structure he titled "Structure J" was possibly a pre-existing ecclesiastical structure. This
theory was based mainly on an excerpt from the Annals of Ulster that stated that "Ath Truim with its
churches" was destroyed by fire during a battle between the armies of Conchobor Ua Lochlaind and Cenel
nEogain in the late 1120s. P.D. Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations at Trim Castle, Co. Meath, 1971 74" Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy 78 (1978): 127-198, 133. Conleth Manning "References to
Church Buildings in the Annals" pp. 37-52 in Smyth, Alfred P., Seanchas: Studies in Early and Medieval
Irish Archaeology, History and Literature in Honour of Francis J. Byrne (Dublin: Four Courts Press,
2000), 39.
215
P.D. Sweetman, "The Development of Trim Castle in the Light of Recent Research" Chateau
GaillardXVm (1995): 223-268,223.
216
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 237.
.217 Sweetman, "The Development," 223.
218
Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations," 130.
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of the keep were in progress after 1173 and before 1190.219 The second phase started
between 1195 and 1196 and the third approximately 1202 to 1203/04. There was
evidence of funding allotted to the improvement of a tower at Trim in the Irish Pipe Roll
99fl

of John 1211-1212.

This record most likely relates to repairs or remodelling of the

keep or other parts of the castle complex.221 Geoffrey de Geneville (husband of Matilda,
grand-daughter of Walter de Lacy) completed the fourth phase in c.l 254 (see Fig. 27 and
28). It included the third floor of the keep as well as the plinth around the base (see Fig.
27 and 28).222
Fig. 26: The location of Trim Keep within the pre-existing ringwork fortification.

0

30m

Source: Based on David Sweetman, Medieval Castles of Ireland (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2000),
5.

The date for the construction of the masonry keep was much disputed; H.G. Leask theorized
that the keep was constructed from 1190 to 1200. David Sweetman determined after his excavations that
the keep was not constructed until approximately 1212. Roger Stalley found that after analyzing the design
of the keep that the date was close to the end of the twelfth century. Tom McNeill pointed out a longer
period of construction beginning in the 1170s and ending in 1215. Harold G. Leask, Irish Castles and
Castellated Houses (Dundalk: Tempest, 1964), 34, Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations," 128, Roger
Stalley, "The Anglo-Norman Keep at Trim: Its Architectural Implications," Archaeology Ireland 6,4
(1992): 16-19,17, Tom McNeill, Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World (London: Routledge,
1997), 22.
220
The destruction of this tower was mentioned in the Irish Pipe roll of John, 1211-1212. Oliver
Davies and David B. Quinn, The Irish Pipe Roll of John, 1211-1212 (Ulster: Court of Exchequer, 1941),
15.
221
Sweetman, "The Development," 225.
222
Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations," 131.
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Fig. 27: A historical reconstruction of the keep in Phase 4.

Source: David Sweetman, The Medieval Castles of Ireland ((London: The Collins Press, 2005), 61.
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Fig. 28: A cutaway view of the interior of Trim Keep in Phase 4.
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Source: David Sweetman, The Medieval Castles of Ireland ((London: The Collins Press, 2005), 61.
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An indication of the different phases of the construction of the keep can be found
in the apparent interruption in the materials and technique used in the masonry roughly
halfway to the top of the keep.

The separate phases of construction of the keep and the

rest of the complex at Trim Castle were most likely due to a number of changes in
custody from the death of Hugh de Lacy in 1186, the seizure of the castle by King John in
1210, the fluctuating custody of Walter de Lacy from the death of his father till his own
death in 1241 and the remodelling efforts of Geoffrey de Geneville c. 1252.224
The curtain wall and towers that surround the keep at Trim have been separated
into two separate stages. The first stage includes the rectangular towers found in the
99S

curtain wall and they have been dated to 1180 to c. 1200.

The second stage is very

99fi

close to the second and was dated to around 1220.

Alan Hayden has stated that the

curtain walls were completed in two phases, the initial construction by the elder Hugh de
Lacy in the mid-1170s and the later additions by his son Walter in the early thirteenth
227

century.
The third phase of construction was quite extensive and took place approximately
in 1203 to 1204. It was characterized by the construction of residential and administrative
buildings, curtain wall complex. The fourth phase included major changes to the keep,
including new passageways and the insertion of arches to support the double roof.

A

plinth was added to the base of the keep to add support to the entire fortification,

223

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 237.
Sweetman, "Archaeological Excavations," 129, Potterton, Medieval Trim, 212-214.
225
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 261.
226
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 261.
227
Alan Hayden, Trim Castle: Excavations 1995, (Dublin: Archaeological Projects Ltd., 1995),
224

168.

228

Sweetman, "The Development," 223-224.'
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including the upper stories of the keep, and protect it from tunnelling.

As de Vries

pointed out, square or rectangular keeps were more susceptible to tunnelling than round
ones. The corners of the keep were generally weaker and could collapse if miners dug
underneath. This was often prevented through the addition of a stone plinth (Trim) or by
adding another curtain wall. Walls were also improved to prevent tunnelling or battering
930

rams by thickening the bases as well as using rubble fill faced with ashlar dressings.
The non-military components of the Trim keep were greatly expanded to house the lord's
residence, chancery, exchequer, treasury, chapel, and chaplain quarters. Moreover, it
housed a chapel and the chaplain quarters as well as a private residence of the lord and
931

his household.
Fig. 29: The first, second and third floor layout of Trim Castle.

FIRST FLOOR

Source: David Sweetman, The Medieval Castles of Ireland ((London: The Collins Press, 2005), 60.
9

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 247.
Kelly DeVries, Medieval Military Technology (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1992), 222.
1
Potterton, Medieval Trim, 237.
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The plan of Trim keep was poorly designed as a defensive structure; the high
amount of corners (twenty) created weak points in the structure. The strategic layout of
the tower, surrounding walls and buildings shows evidence that the keep was weakly
939

defended.

For example, it had a single door that was only partially defended by a
933

timber gallery and this was not remedied until the late thirteenth century.

The military

ineffectiveness of the keep can perhaps be attributed to the fact that the design of the keep
has been attributed to an earlier model from England predominantly used for royal
keeps.

It is possible that the changes made at Trim from the late twelfth-early thirteenth

century are an attempt to keep up with changing styles influenced by England and
93S

France.

However, at the time of its construction the design was "out-of-date" to

English and French standards of the era.236 The fact that the model was outdated by
English standards was not important as the fact that it was a recognizably English plan. It
is probable that many of the Anglo-Norman nobles who traveled to Ireland had spent
time at court or had viewed royal fortifications. The use of a royal model could be an
indication of the lord's need to impress not only the indigenous population but also his
fellow Anglo-Normans. Henry II and later his son John both accused John de Courcy and
the de Lacy family of attempting to become kings of the lordships they had acquired. It is
possible that the use of designs that communicated the legitimacy of the lordship was
more important than the physical defensiveness of the fortification.
The keep at Trim is referred to as a tower in McNeill's work Castles in Ireland, 22.
McNeill, Castles in, 23.
234
O'Keeffe, "Medieval Frontiers," 64.
235
O'Keeffe, "Medieval Frontiers," 64.
236
By this time, English and French castle design had shifted to round keeps or rectangular
enclosure castles. Dublin Castle (c.l204) was considered up-to-date by European standards and was similar
to French design rather than English. The rectangular castle style emerged in France around the time that
the Normans arrived in Ireland. O'Keeffe, "Medieval Frontiers," 64.
233
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Trim was clearly a site of importance for several reasons, it was positioned on a
strategic fording point on the Boyne River and it controlled access to the region from the
sea. It remained the centre of the de Lacy lordship long after the death of the elder Hugh
de Lacy. The military centrality of the castle was due to a combination of factors. These
included the commanding placement of the castle in the landscape, its long history as a
"power" site, and the military architecture. The evidence of hostile fire found at Trim in
the first period provides confirmation for a need for defence in the early years of the
conquest.
As the castle evolved and the lordship was consolidated, the keep did not serve
solely as an effective physical defence but more as a symbolic military structure. The
function of the castle complex including curtain walls, gatehouses and towers became
more multifaceted but centred on defending the keep from attack, as illustrated by the
only documented siege of Trim, undertaken by William Marshall in 1224. Marshall
(recently appointed as Justicar of Ireland) was under crown orders to take custody of the
castle from a group of unauthorized knights and soldiers. He laid siege to the castle with
the aid of Walter de Lacy. It lasted approximately six to seven weeks. Marshall reported
to the crown a detailed list of his expenses that occurred during the siege.
By the early thirteenth-century, the castle acted as a visual reminder signifying the
Anglo-Norman desire to subjugate the area physically and psychologically. The
preoccupation with military power decreased in the later stages in favour of political and
social hegemonic concerns. The power roles changed as the castle evolved throughout the
late twelfth to the early thirteenth century. It became less an example of authoritative or
coercive power and more an example of manipulative power.
237

Potterton, Medieval Trim, 214.
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When John de Courcy ventured into Ulster with twenty-two knights and three
hundred footmen, he entered a hostile territory.238 De Courcy's struggle for power and
dominance over the Ulster region was recorded by Giraldus and also appeared in the
Annals of Ulster.239 In the beginning, de Courcy was successful but soon lost several
battles against the Fir Li.240 The immediate establishment of a castellation campaign was
a necessity not only to ensure survival in the harsh setting but also to impress upon the
indigenous population of the power of the invading Anglo-Norman forces. The Ulster
castellation network was evident along the eastern shore of the Lough Neagh. The lake
and the Lower Bann River acted as a frontier between the Anglo-Normans and the Irish
in the west.241 The network of outpost castles that de Courcy created was connected to the
major stone fortifications that included Carrickfergus, Dundrum, Antrim and
Downpatrick. Carrickfergus Castle was the centre of the de Courcy lordship and was
almost certainly a masonry fortification from its conception.242 It was placed on a natural
harbour and became a port that could supply the rest of de Courcy's lordship with goods
and equipment. Dundrum castle was also an important stone fortification as it was also
238

McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster, 6.
John de Courcy's excursion into Ulster was also mentioned briefly in Roger de Hoveden's
History of England. Roger de Hoveden, The Annals of Roger de Hoveden: The History of England and of
Other Countries of Europe from AD 732 to AD 1201. Trans. Henry T. Riley (London: H.G. Bohn, 1853),
417. Giraldus Cambrensis, Expugnatio Hibernica: The Conquest of Ireland. Dublin: Royal Irish Academy,
1978. Annals of Ulster, Hennessy, W.M. and B. MacCarthy eds., Dublin, 1887-1901, 193
240
The Annals of Ulster recorded de Courcy's successful raiding of the territory of the Ui-Tuirtri
and Fir-Li (now mid and north Antrim) in 1177. It further recorded de Courcy's failure in 1178 as the Fir Li
retaliated and attacked de Courcy and his army forcing him to retreat from the area. (Annals of Ulster, 193)
Giraldus stated that de Courcy retreated after this series of battles to his fortification at Downpatrick;
however, T.E. McNeill finds that after analyzing the territory and distance discussed in the chronicle, de
Courcy most likely retreated to his stronghold at Carrickfergus. T. E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle
(Belfast: Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, 1981), 3.
241
P.C. Woodman and N.C. Mitchel, "Human Settlement and the Economy of the Lough Neagh
Basin," pp. 91-111 in Wood, R.B. and R.V. Smith (eds.), Lough Neagh: The Ecology of a Multipurpose
Water Resource (Norwell: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1993), 104.
242
Carrickfergus is the only site that continued to be renovated into the early nineteenth century
and remained in use in the early part of the twentieth century. This can present a challenge when attempting
to understand and analyze the original medieval castle present under all of the centuries of renovations.
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placed on a harbour and was well-fortified. The western Ulster frontier was dotted by
943

border outpost mottes, which included Dromore, Ballyroney (Maycove)

, Cill Santain

and Mount Sandel.244 Coney Island, found in the south-western corner of the Lough
Neagh was possibly a strategic position in the Ulster castellation network. The
fortification known as the Coney motte was found on the island.245 This motte was
closely connected to a medieval iron smelting area. Archaeological evidence of two large
iron-smelting furnaces was discovered to the south of the motte.246
The distribution of mottes in the lordship of Ulster was denser in the east than the
west. The western area did not have an evident administrative centre and its castles
including Dromore and Ballyroney were large frontier mounds with baileys.

The use of

the bailey in these areas was most likely due to the advantage of using the fortified area
as a place to defend a garrison of soldiers. John de Courcy built this fortification in the
territory of the Ui Echach Cobo in 1188.248 The original castle was a motte and bailey
fortification and acted as an outpost castle as well as providing a base from which raiding
parties could access the interior. This castle was only a ten mile march from Dundrum
castle. Ballyroney was mentioned in several Irish annals as an Anglo-Norman base of
243

The castle of Ballyroney was destroyed at some point in the mid thirteenth century. It was
rebuilt in the 1250s and renamed Maycove.
244
The other lesser castles of the Ulster lordship are Ballycairn, Mill Loughan, Ballymena
(Harryville), Shane's Castle (Edenduffcarrick), Donegore, Crumlin, Glanavy and Clanrolla. They have
been left from the main text due to the fact that there are little or no physical evidence for analysis.
245
The island is a small island (only eight acres) and is located in the south-west corner of Lough
Neagh. Woodman and Mitchel, "Human Settlement," 104. In addition, the island was probably named after
coinini which translated means rabbits. This is possibly a reference to the island having been used as an
Anglo-Norman rabbit warren. Aidan O'Sullivan and Mary Dillon, "Islands in Time: The Maritime Cultural
Landscapes of the Fergus Estuary's Islands, Co. Clare" UCD School of Archaeology (2009): 1-101, 24.
246
N.C. Mitchel and R.G. Morton, "Lough Neagh: Ulster's Inland Sea" Journal of the Craigavon
Historical Society 2, 1 (1978): 1-2.
247
Northern Ireland, Ministry of Finance, An Archaeological Survey of County Down (Belfast:
HMSO, 1966), 105.
248
The Ui Echach Cobo was a part of the Dal nAraidi dynasty in Ulster. They gave their name to
the early medieval Kingdom of Coba located in the baronies of Upper and Lower Iveagh in modern County
Down.
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operations concerning a raid to steal cattle in Tyrone.

John de Courcy erected the castle

of Cill Santail (Cill Santain) in approximately 1197. 50 The castle is close to Coleraine
and served as an outpost castle for de Courcy's raids into Co. Londonderry and
Inishowen. The castle was a ring-work castle with a deep ditch surrounding two
platforms and several timber towers. There is evidence of a flying wooden bridge over
the bank and ditch.251 The castle at Dromore, Co. Down was linked to Belfast Lough (a
large, natural intertidal sea lough situated at the mouth of the River Lagan on the east
coast of Northern Ireland) and therefore to Carrickfergus. Dromore was a large motte and
bailey castle of 900 square metres that was one of the highest mounds in Ireland at 12.2
metres high. Its perimeter was protected by a large palisade and timber towers. De
Courcy ordered a castle built at Downpatrick (Dun-da-lethglas) after he captured the city
in 1177. It was a motte and bailey fortification shaped out of a natural hill; the bailey
nearly surrounding the motte. Orpen points out in his work "Motes and Norman Castle in
Ireland (continued)" that this castle was erected by de Courcy soon after his defeat of the
Ulidian king Donnsleibhe (Dunlevus).252 It was most likely erected over a pre-existing
Irish rath.253

249

This annal states that "[T]the English of the castle of Moy-Cova, and a party from Iveagh, in
Ulidia, set out upon a predatory excursion into Tyrone, and arrived at Leim-mhic-Neill, where they seized
on some cows; Donnell O'Loughlin pursued them with his retainers, and overtook them at Cavan na gcrann ard, where an engagement took place between them; and the English were defeated with great
slaughter. Annala Rioghachta Eireann: Annals of the kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters, from the
earliest period to theyear 1616. John O'Donovan ed., (Dublin: Hodges & Smith, 1848-51), 83.
250
It is also known as Mount Sandel (Caislen Cille Santail).
251
A flying bridge is a type of bridge most commonly used in motte and bailey castles. The bridge
spanned the ditch around a motte and was often supported by wooden piles which could be demolished if
the bailey was threatened by attackers.
252
Goddard H. Orpen. "Motes and Norman Castles in Ireland (Continued)" The English Historical
Review 22, 87 (1907): 440-467,441.
253
Orpen, "Motes," 441.
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Dundrum castle was similar to Carrickfergus as it was placed on a natural harbour
and port and was of stone construction.254 Goddard H. Orpen in his work "Dundrum
Castle, County Down, Identified with the 'Castrum de Rath'" found that Dundrum Castle
9SS

was not mentioned in thirteenth century records.

However, he deduced that Dundrum

castle was originally known as Castrum de Rath after finding numerous references to the
castle in the "Chronicle of Man".256 The date for the construction of the keep at Dundrum
is unclear; however, there is evidence of a reference to a large keep in the Irish pipe roll
of 1211-1212.

The date of construction in all probability ranges between 1205 and

1211. There is some confusion over who the construction of the keep was attributed to;
however, there is evidence that John de Courcy and Walter and Hugh de Lacy II (sons of
the elder Hugh de Lacy) were involved in the construction. The de Lacy's involvement
was supported by the design of the keep; round keeps were very popular in Wales and the
de Lacy's had extensive Welsh holdings.258 This chronicle mentions the castle in relation
to de Courcy's expulsion from Ulster in 1204. He returned in 1205 and "when
endeavouring to recover his lordship and hold it against an attack from Walter de Lacy of
Meath, thought it necessary, even at the expense and delay of a regular siege, to gain
possession of the castle".259 This can be viewed as an indication that de Courcy thought it

254

Dundrum castle was excavated by D.M. Waterman in 1950. The excavations discovered that
there was pre-Norman and pre-medieval occupation of the site. Several artifacts confirmed the sites earlier
occupation including an early Christian bronze ornament and an iron ploughshare as well as early pottery
sherds. An amount of dry-stone walling was also found in the lower levels of the stratification of the site.
Although, the earlier dry-stone can be separated from later medieval stone work, a lack of evidence does
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Castle, 1950" Ulster Journal of Archaeology 14 (1951): 15-29.
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to be a strategic site to begin his recovery of his lordship and power in the area.
However, he failed to breach his own defences and remained in exile until his death.
Carrickfergus castle consists of a stone polygonal enclosure placed on a dolerite rock
961

promontory on the north shore of the Belfast Lough.

Placed on a natural harbour, it

became a protected port that ensured that de Courcy could supply his lordship and
garrisons with goods and equipment. The castle is an excellent example of a motte and
bailey fortification. There was an upper ward of about two and a half acres and a lower
969

ward of approximately five acres.

The upper ward is surrounded on the north and west

by an irregular rock cut ditch which reached a maximum depth of fifteen feet; it receded
on the eastern side fading into a natural grade and the southern side which fell onto a rock
scarp facing the lower ward.

Excavations discovered that a thin layer of soil had

originally covered the promontory rock.

64

The presence of soil over the rock suggested

that the area could support vegetation; this was possibly the clue to the builders to quarry
into the rock and find the source of the water.265 The presence of a spring in the rock was
incorporated into the architecture of the keep and the inner ward. The securing of a water
source would have encouraged de Courcy to make the investment into the fortification.266
A well placed inside of a castle was beneficial to the defensive effectiveness of any
fortification against the threat of siege.267
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Fig. 30: Carrickfergus Castle Complex.

Source: Author added labels. "Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim" Accessed May 1, 2011.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blueprint/media/carrick_castle.shtml.

Fig. 31: Carrickfergus Castle Complex viewed from the water.

Source: "Camckfergus Castle" Accessed May 1, 2011.
http://www.carrickfergusrotary.co.uk/about_us.html.
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Fig. 32: Carrickfergus Castle Complex from a distance.

Source: "Carrickfergus Castle" Accessed May 1,2011.
http://www.carrickfergusrotary.co.uk/about_us.html.

Archaeological and narrative evidence indicates that there are three separate
phases of construction at Carrickfergus in the era commencing in 1177/78 to the late
thirteenth century. John de Courcy is only linked to the first period of construction; the
second is connected to King John and the third possibly to the younger Hugh de Lacy.
The first period spanned the period between 1177/78 to approximately 1190/95. This
period is further separated into three phases including, the creation of the lower part of
the inner curtain wall with sandstone quoins and dressings, the construction of a square
keep and the later construction of the portion of the curtain wall using Cultra stone
dressings. The second period involved the construction of the middle curtain wall. This
period of construction is associated with King John's capture of the castle in 1210 and
96R

continued from 1216 to approximately 1223.

The third period consisted of the

construction of an outer curtain wall. This period is difficult to date due to lack of
documentary sources. However, McNeill finds that the outer wall clearly post-dates the
middle curtain wall and this brings the date to approximately 1225. Furthermore, it is
unclear who can be credited with the construction of the wall and there are several

McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, 44.
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possible explanations including Hugh de Lacy's occupation from 1226-42 or after 1264
by the de Burgh family.269
Fig. 33: The Layout of Carrickfergus Castle Complex: Phase Three.
CARRICKFERGUS C A S T L E
PHASE 3
SEA TOWER

N O R T H W E S T LATRINE
TOWER

C. 1226-1242

S O U T H W E S T LATRINE
TOWER

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10.

The first period of construction consisted of the lower section of the inner curtain
wall. The polygonal curtain wall consisted of an enclosure placed at the western side of
the south end of the promontory and bordered by a rock-cut ditch. Basalt boulders, set
into hollows excavated from the bedrock supported the wall. A sandstone plinth was
placed directly on top.270 The wall averages 1.80-1.90 m thick and 9 m high to the wall971

walk.

It was composed of coursed basalt and dolerite rubble. Archaeologists found that

the rubble272
used had rounded edges indicating that it was not quarried but collected from
the shore
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The use of different stone in the quoins of the curtain wall is a sign of a significant
change in the construction. The lower (earlier) section of the wall averaging at 2.50-3
97^

metres was constructed with quoins of red sandstone.

The later upper 6 metre section

of the wall was built with quoins of Cultra stone.274 As well, there was evidence of hard
chalk used for the quoins in the lower eastern section of the wall. 75 The building of the
keep commenced during the construction of the curtain wall. The north and west walls of
the keep are connected to the inner curtain wall.276 The quoins on the keep are similar to
the inner ward; they are partially sandstone on the lower level and Cultra stone on the
upper.277 The building of the upper level of the curtain wall commenced after the first
phase of the construction of the keep. The construction of the keep is haphazard. The
walls of the keep are not square; the northern angles were roughly right angles but the
southern wall was considerably slanted.278 In addition, all of the exterior walls are
different lengths and the north and west walls are considerably thicker than the other two.
This is most likely due to their position facing the most direct line of attack. In addition,
the offset visible in the interior of the north and west walls indicate that the original plans
970

were for a keep that was larger with a higher first floor.

There is also evidence of two

other buildings in this early period including a great tower and hall, which was confirmed
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through windows and damaged window seats found in the curtain wall.280 In addition,
981

there was evidence of a timber building within the enclosure.

It is speculated that the

timber building was possibly a great hall but the building was most likely demolished
during the construction of the keep.282
The change in building materials and the faulty construction of the keep can be
viewed as indicators of the need for a fast "frontier" fortification in the early years of de
Courcy's campaign in Ulster. Initially, he used materials that were accessible and this
included red sandstone and hard chalk. It was probably unlikely that de Courcy could
have brought in the Cultra stone and the skilled labourers until he had secured the area.283
By the 1180's, de Courcy had stabilized his position in the area and it was necessary for
Carrickfergus to be a residence and administrative centre. He was able to import the
Cultra stone from the opposite shore of the Belfast Lough as well as the technically
skilled builders who could re-design the castle in accordance with de Courcy's rising
position. This period of construction was accentuated by the fact that de Courcy was
under pressure to build quickly as he was under attack from a hostile Irish population.
As military buildings, both Trim and Carrickfergus evolved architecturally as well
in their power function throughout the phases of their construction. This was evident
through the changes in the power functions during the evolution of the de Lacy and de
Courcy castellation networks in the Meath and Ulster lordships from the early use of
force to a higher complexity including authoritative and coercive power. The strategic
280
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placement of Trim and Carrickfergus within their lordships was based on several factors.
The placement of Trim at fording point of a major tributary made the fortification a
visible reminder of the Anglo-Norman military authority as well as dominative and
coercive power over the administrative and economic functions in the region. The
placement of Carrickfergus on the promontory overlooking the major harbour of the
region, the Belfast Lough, imparted the Anglo-Normans domination of the coastal
territory by controlling the access to the port. The castle network that formed around the
castles Trim and Carrickfergus were often lesser fortifications; however, they enforced
the message of domination of the countryside to the native Irish and in later years, other
Anglo-Normans. This development of coercive and dominative power within each
lordship was reinforced by the design and visual impact of the castles of Trim and
Carrickfergus as signifiers of manipulative power, as will be considered in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3:
Power Symbolism and Status in Anglo-Norman Castles in North-Eastern Ireland.

Chapters 1 and 2 studied the Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland in their
authoritative and coercive power functions, inherent in their material roles as military
constructions, nobles' residences and centres of economic, political and administrative
operations. The present chapter analyses the Anglo-Norman castle, through the example
of Trim and Carrickfergus, as a symbolic manifestation of dominative and manipulative
power, a perspective largely ignored in the historiography of Irish castellation.
Dominative and manipulative types of power are more subtle than coercive and
authoritative ones, and often are expressed through "symbolic communication" and
domination of the subject's environment.286 As implied by the seminal works on castles
•
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by Liddiard and O'Keeffe, these types of power were aimed at the "spectator"

and

communicated through the placement of the castle in the physical and cultural
9R8

landscape,

9SQ

the position of the castle in the protective symbolic frontier network,

architectural details and accents, and finally the mechanics and protocols of access.290
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The symbolism of power greatly added to the message the castles conveyed about the
prestige and status of their holders.
The castle was a symbol of Anglo-Norman manipulative power and dominance.
Symbolic power is often difficult to define because of the lack of direct evidence;
contemporary narratives and archaeological sources do not express how the medieval
observer viewed a given building; their testimony is filtered through a historian's
analytical and interpretive lenses. The signifiers that were employed in castle design are
subtle. Military features often overpower the symbolic factors, but the castle can
broadcast its message of power in many distinct ways.
The Anglo-Norman narrative sources, such as Giraldus' The Conquest of Ireland
and The Song ofDermot and the Earl reflect clearly how Anglo-Normans felt about the
Irish in terms of their military capabilities and cultural characteristics. They portray them
as barbarians whose warfare methods and military architecture were no match for the
invaders. Irish chronicles do not provide explicit insight as to how the Irish viewed the
Anglo-Normans or their castellation of the landscape. The Annals of the Kingdom of
Ireland also known as the Annals of the Four Masters, the Annals of Ulster, and
Miscellaneous Irish Annals (Mac Carthaigh's Book) all report the Anglo-Norman
901

presence in Ireland and record the Irish response to it in a factual manner.

The actions

of the Irish serve as important indicators of how the Irish reacted to the castellation and
domination of the countryside. The various annals contain numerous accounts of the
construction of Anglo-Norman castles and of Irish forces demolishing those castles or at
291
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least attempting to do so. For example, Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland claimed that
when the castle at Slane was attacked by Irish forces in 1176, five hundred English
including women and children were killed.292 It also states that "three castles were left
desolate in Meath on the following day, through fear of the Kinel-Owen, viz, the castle at
Kells, the castle of Galtrim, and the castle of Derrypatrick".293 The Irish were clearly
reacting to Anglo-Norman castles with hostility, seeking to eliminate them both as
military points of strength and a symbolic way to emphasize the permanence of the
Anglo-Norman occupation of Ireland. The Song ofDermot and the Earl recorded the
destruction of the early fortification at Trim by the forces of Ruaidri Ua Conchobair, the
king of Connacht and the last high king of Ireland.294 A year later, the castle was quickly
reconstructed and this could possibly be a clue not only to the military but also to the
symbolic need for the castle at Trim. The fact that the castle was rebuilt not only showed
the need for a defensive structure but also Hugh de Lacy's need to prove his power and
continued claim to the site.
Castles in the Landscape
As signifiers of manipulative power, castles signalled the holders' influence by
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their "architectural setting" controlling the landscape both physically and culturally.
According to Wagner, castles visually broadcast their functions and distinguished a
landscape through their design.296 The position of the castle in the landscape was always
292
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visually significant. Castles were entrenched within their landscapes in many roles; as
baronial and estate centres, economic hubs drawing on the resources of the countryside,
centres of settlement and stimuli for settlement transformation but they always served as
visual signifiers of status.297 Importantly, although castles were often inserted into preexisting organized landscapes, they continued to alter those sites beyond the builders'
original intentions. Castles manipulated the landscape and therefore, by association, the
viewer. The context of a fortification must be assessed from a number of factors
including its location within a network of other fortifications, and its relation to any
ecclesiastical sites and secular settlements. This context determines how the castle was
viewed within the landscape.
The modification of the physical landscape was also a significant feature of
manipulative power. The Anglo-Normans introduced two new forms to Ireland: the
motte and bailey and the stone castle complex.

This new design supported the

dominating intention of Anglo-Normans; it was intended to impress the ethnic and
political identity of the castle holder upon the viewer. Anglo-Norman castles constituted
an attempt at 'anglicisation' of the Irish landscape.299 Motte and bailey castles (with or
without the stone keep) often followed similar parameters including layout and placement
in the landscape.300 O'Keeffe finds that the motte castle was an imitation of the
landscape, the use of natural materials designed to emulate an extremely elevated
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mound.

Many of the castles built in Ireland are similar to their English counterparts but

possessed distinct and unique features. This was especially evident at the sites of Trim
and Carrickfergus in their adaptation of pre-existing fortifications (Trim) and use of
natural features such as high promontories (Carrickfergus).
A popular misconception concerning the placement of castles in the landscape
was that the majority were placed on the highest elevation points.302 According to
Liddiard, this notion was based on the assumption that a hill-top was the obvious site to
place a fortification to properly subdue and control the area.

Yet most castles in

England, Wales and Ireland were placed in river valleys, in response to their varied
functions and contexts including social, economic, administrative and symbolic
factors.304 This is most likely due to the varied functions of the castle including social,
economic, administrative and symbolic factors. The castle could "command" or
"overlook" the landscape in a symbolic and social function rather than a strictly military
-[AC

one.

Trim Castle is an excellent example of a fortification that was not placed on an

elevated area but on the bend of a river. Trim was situated on the Boyne River and built
over a pre-existing native fortification. Its location was a notable pre-Norman
ecclesiastical and royal site, only twenty-five miles distant from the Irish Sea, and
accessible by boat. In addition, the site was one of the very few fording points on the
river in this area.
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The close proximity to the river added to Trim's defensibility. The curtain wall
ran along the river front (although most of that wall is now missing) and archaeologists
were able to trace its outline through excavation.306 The great hall was constructed along
this side of the complex and there is evidence of windows and a window seat facing out
onto the river. There was also a stone barbican gate on this side of the complex. The
east barbican gate at Trim most likely had a drawbridge that could be pulled up and
would effectively block entrance into the complex. The gate was equipped with an outer
and inner murder hole and a portcullis. The two storied tower of this gate was also
equipped with a latrine and fireplaces on the first and second floors. It is very likely that
the barbican gate had water running through the archway from the diverted Boyne
creating a moat around the castle (see Fig. 34).
Fig. 34: Late Twelfth Century Trim: A Reconstruction.

Source: The reconstruction was created by Uto Hogerzeil. He is a documentary artist often called upon by
archaeologists to represent their findings through the means of a holistic representation. He created this
reconstruction using data and following the directions provided by archaeologists David Sweetman, Alan
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Carrickfergus castle was constructed on a volcanic rocky promontory on the north
shore of the Belfast Lough on the eastern coast of the Irish Sea (see Fig. 35). This site
was surrounded on three sides by the sea and dominated the Belfast Lough.

A two mile

strip of arable land runs along the Lough and changes inland into a hilly area with some
peaks reaching 750 ft.309 This terrain prevented easy passage to the interior. De Courcy
had initially set his caput at Downpatrick, but found the site to be remote from the
settlement around the Belfast Lough.310 He built at Carrickfergus to create a base of
operations from which he could administer to the lordship and overlook the trade routes
coming from the harbour into the interior.311 The castle was constructed in three phases
that eventually encompassed the entire promontory (see Fig. 35)
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Fig. 35: Aerial map showing Carrickfergus Castle and its placement in relation to the
town and sunounding countryside.

Source. T.E McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast Her Majesty's Stationary Office,
1981), 89.

Although, the position of Trim and Carrickfergus in the landscape differed, both
castles served their Anglo-Norman lords in similar functions. Control of the access to the
sea was an essential requirement for the success of the lordships. In the Meath lordship,
travel by water was the quickest way to enter and leave the territory and provision in with
goods and garrisons. Furthermore, control of access to a harbour was a symbol of power:
the lord controlled all goods leaving and coming through his lordship. Therefore, he not
only dominated trade and the economic life of the area but also could prevent anyone
attempting to trade. In the case of Carrickfergus, de Courcy could control the port that
offered access to his lordship, enabling trade and preventing invasion by hostile Irish
and/or Anglo-Normans. Both Trim and Carrickfergus were not only the centres of their
lordships but also visible monuments of dominative power of their holders over the
territory they controlled.
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The appearance of a network of commanding foreign fortifications across the
landscape would have impressed the dominance of the Anglo-Normans upon the native
population. A network of fortifications acted not only as a military arrangement but also
as a system of display.

The castle networks became transmitters of manipulative power

and dominance that could confine or transmit communication.313 As mentioned
previously, the frontier castles in the Meath and Ulster lordships formed a part of a
network linked to the stone castles of Trim and Carrickfergus. The frontier earth-andtimber fortification network constituted not only a physical but symbolic frontier aimed at
preventing cultural diffusion between the Anglo-Normans and Irish. In this function, the
frontier fortifications were not successful. Located on the edge of the Anglo-Norman
settlement, the border fortifications attempted to assert dominance in what was known as
a "hybrid zone", characterized by the weakness of political and legal authority as well as
an amalgamation and a convergence of Anglo-Norman and Irish cultural and social
characteristics.

In the early years of the Anglo-Norman colonization in Ireland, distinct

cultural differences separated the invaders and the native Irish. They included language,
dress, material culture, religion, politics and agricultural practices.315 There were several
dimensions to the dynamically shifting frontier: a physical military frontier, a settlement
frontier, a cultural frontier and a symbolic frontier. O'Keeffe saw the frontier as an
"interface between native and alien populations", a concept of "space", and was only
significant to those who perceived it as a boundary.316 The competing populations found
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expression in landscape modification such as agriculture but the symbolic frontier was
best encapsulated through progressive castellation.317 The frontier castellation networks
were implemented not only to protect colonists from hostile Irish but also to prevent
cultural intermixing. The castles were a symbolic line separating the Anglo-Norman
colonies from the Irish dominated territory.
As the Anglo-Norman rule consolidated and incoming colonists settled in their
new territories, the frontier atmosphere changed. The frontier began to decline and the
native Irish began to intermingle with Anglo-Norman colonists. The transformation in
Irish castle-building in post-Norman period is strongly indicative of the cultural transfer
between the Normans and Irish. Castellation during the later years of the colonization
reflects the cultural overlap between Anglo-Norman and Gaelic-held territories,
particularly where the nobility was concerned.318
Castles as Visual Symbols of Power
Castles were important symbols of noble identity. They signalled the status and
power of the noble to the broader society. The visual aspect of castle design was a major
factor in the impact of the castle on the viewer. In Europe, "castle style" developed an
architectural backdrop for the system and implementation of local administration.319 The
relation of the castle to the natural environment was visually significant and therefore the
position in the landscape was a visual confirmation of manipulative power. McGrail
separates the architectural language of power into two fundamentals, iconographic and
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iconological.320 He differentiates between the two, iconography refers to the "physical
features of the castle", and iconology refers to the connection between "these physical
391

features and the social system of order".
one of power, domination and fear.

22

The iconography of castle style in Ireland was

Although often obsolete, many military features of

the castle were still used because of the power of their visual design and therefore
symbolic message. For example, the use of the motte and bailey castle is an instance of
the use of iconology in castle design. By the time of the conquest of Ireland, the motte
and bailey was outdated by English standards. However, as in the years following the
Norman conquest of England, the motte and bailey (early Carrickfergus) or keep and
bailey (Trim, later Carrickfergus) fortifications presented the most visually dominative
castle form. Although the construction f the motte and bailey castles was characterized by
considerable diversity, their elevation of height asserted dominance over the landscape.
The Trim keep offers an example of the visual impact outweighing defensive
considerations. Military historians and archaeologists agree that the twenty-sided keep
was poorly designed as a defensive structure.

3

Its many corners made it vulnerable to

projectile attacks. As T.B. Barry argued, at the beginning of the thirteenth century castle
design in England and France had turned to the construction of round and multangular
keeps which did not provide as much surface space and deflected projectiles more
easily.

Although logical from a military point of view, the round keep represented a

major functional problem. It was difficult to build it large enough to hold adequately
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sized quarters for a residence and/or hall or insert large windows.

There is no direct

evidence that would prove whether the designers of the Trim keep were concerned with
maximizing its resistance to projectiles. However, in the chance that the keep were to be
scaled by invaders, the high number of comers would have presented further difficulties
for the defending forces. The corners would have created shadows as well as possibly
glare spots that would make it difficult to notice attackers, especially in unfavourable
light conditions. However, Trim was a visually significant symbol of defensive and
military power regardless of these weaknesses.
In addition to the height factor, the layout of the keep may have also been
designed to communicate another symbolic message to its viewers. O'Keeffe suggests its
cruciform footprint as a means of asserting lordship in a spiritually compromising
situation. There was evidence that the Trim keep was constructed on church lands that
would have been considered sacrosanct.326 The floor plan of the keep may have been
implemented in the pattern of a Greek cross to give the architecture a Christian
•
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"imprimatur" and authority.

However, there is no direct evidence that the cruciform

layout had any influence over the native Irish. The keep was a symbol of the AngloNorman conquest, power and authority.
The transformation of earth and timber fortifications to stone castle complexes
also visually signified Anglo-Norman power. It is not clear if Irish viewers were
impressed more by stone castles than earthen fortifications. The conversion of earthworks
to stone fortifications was directly associated with the solidification of Anglo-Norman
rule and responded to the need for extending the size of the castle complexes and their
325
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governmental and economic functions.

In addition, stone as a construction material

allowed for a broader architectural range in castle design and its functionality. Walls
could be thicker and more substantial; keeps made of stone could be elevated higher than
timber buildings, and they were visually and physically more permanent than the more
fragile timber buildings that were vulnerable to fire.
The use of stone also created a distinction between the residence of the lord and
the local population. It expressed the permanence of his lordship and presence in the
landscape. It was a physical manifestation of the lord's power and status. Building in
stone was an also costly endeavour. The materials, skilled stonecutters and builders, and
the amount of labour necessary to raise a stone castle put it financially and logistically out
of range of many members of the native Irish nobility and lesser Anglo-Normans.
While outpost fortifications retained their importance in ensuring continued
domination of the frontier zones, after the initial phase of castellation and the stabilization
of the Anglo-Norman lordships in the late twelfth century the focus turned from a
massive castellation effort to remodelling and renovating major sites such as Trim and
Carrickfergus. The remodelling most commonly targeted castles that served as the lords'
residences or represented important economic and political centres. It often changed the
military function of the castle and added to the status and display needs of the holder. The
probable reason for this evolution in castle design was the shift from the need to occupy
and defend territories from a hostile native population to a more complex need to display
power to subjects and to other Anglo-Norman nobles who were competing for dominance
and control with the holder. Status display was essential in imparting manipulative power
and its significance only intensified when faced with communicating dominance to other
McGrail, The Language of Authority, 28.
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Anglo-Normans. The castle became a vital signifier of status, communicating the holder's
power and strength to any who might have contemplated challenging his authority or
appropriating the site or territory.
As Wagner points out, the castle was a physical means of attracting "geltung"
(ascribed prestige) and served as a "communicative system" of dominative power.329 He
noted that people pay attention to the "displays of others whose Geltung impresses them".
330

The modifications of principle Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland in the early thirteenth

century clearly reflect the prestige acquisition process outlined by Wagner. The signifiers
of display included, among other examples, the later additions of gatehouses and towers,
the extra courses of curtain walls, and the modification of keeps that involved additions
of windows and separation of the halls from the lords' residences. While some additions
were military in nature and others were intended to provide comfort and ascribe prestige,
all the renovations increased the status of the holder.
The Anglo-Norman architectural language, broadcasted through the introduction
of foreign structures and methods of building, not only signified coercive power but also
dominance over the landscape and the pre-existing population. This message was
accentuated by the use of stone fortifications in the major lordship centres. The stone
castle was an excellent tool of communication and manipulation. It not only signified
military strength but also the new ethnic and social order. A visible manifestation of
authority and display, the castle represented a "means of conspicuous consumption",
reflecting the disposable wealth of the holder.331 The placement of the castle in the
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landscape combined with other visual factors, such as height, materials and architectural
design contributing to the symbolic manipulation of the viewer.
An important indicator of the visual and symbolic impact of the castle is provided
by a comparison of Irish structures and the architecture introduced by the AngloNormans. By the time of the invasion, most of the population in Ireland lived in one-story
buildings often protected by an earthen ringfort. The design of housing in Ireland was
connected to the use of protective raths. Houses were often placed in the centre of
ringforts and were constructed from post-and-wattle, wicker or stone with wooden
support posts and thatches roofs of reed, turf or straw (see Fig. 36).332 Excavations show
that double wattle walls were utilized and the space between the walls was insulated with
organic material such as straw, moss or heather.333 Hearths were usually placed in the
centre of the building and drainage gullies were frequently excavated around the
circumference.

There were two types of houses in pre-conquest Ireland, round and

rectangular. The round houses on average were only five metres in diameter with an
internal floor space of approximately 45 square metres.

The rectangular houses were

larger, often 6 to 8 metres in length. The rectangular house called for greater technical
skill and often had stone footings that supported the timber building. Houses constructed
from stone were formed using the dry stone method often using rough pieces of limestone
(see Fig. 36).336
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Fig. 36: Reconstruction of an Irish Roundhouse (Drawn by the author).
MEDIEVAL IRISH ROUNDHOUSE: DRYSTONE A N D
WATTLE A N D POST CONSTRUCTION.

Source: Based on Nancy Edwards, "The Archaeology of Early Medieval Ireland, c. 400-1169: Settlement
and Economy" pp. 235-369 in O Croinin, Daibhi ed., A New History of Ireland. Prehistoric and Early
Ireland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 238 and Aidan O'Sullivan, "Houses" pp. 224-226 in
Duffy, Sean, ed., Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopedia (New York: Routledge, 2005), 224.

Still located in the interiors of ringforts, the preference for rectangular rather than round
was most likely based on changes in Irish societal relations and social hierarchy.337 The
round house provided a communal living space that was shared by all the inhabitants. If
more space was needed, a second building was often constructed creating a "figure-of
eight" shape and was used as extra sleeping quarters or a cooking area.338 The rectangular
house could be sectioned off and provided more private spaces that were not readily
accessed from the exterior. The houses were approximately 3 to 4 m high. The highest
buildings found in Ireland before the Anglo-Norman castellation were often church
O'Sullivan, "Houses," 225.
O'Sullivan, "Houses," 224.
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towers, which did not have a secular or residential function. The secular buildings and
their walls remained quite low, compared to the Anglo-Norman fortifications (see Fig.
37).
Fig. 37: Height Comparison (Drawn by the author).
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The height was a vital component of the visual impact of the Anglo-Norman fortifications
on the spectator. The elevation of the keep, gatehouses, curtain walls and towers
transmitted a powerful message of manipulative power. The keeps at Trim and
Carrickfergus appear to sit higher because of the use of a mound at Trim and a rocky
promontory at Carrickfergus. They both constitute prominent markers in the landscape
and would have been difficult to ignore.

In English castles from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the keep was
"designed as the strongest point in the castle", the centre of the lord's power.339 It was a
self-contained unit within the castle complex that would serve as the final point of
defence to protect the lord and his family during time of attack or siege.340 Until the hall
and residence were separated in the later thirteenth century, the keep was the centre of the
elite social and political life. While there is little evidence of the internal functions of the
keeps at Trim and Carrickfergus, in comparable English Anglo-Norman castles, the upper
level of the keep housed the lord's family. The lower levels accommodated the hall,
administrative offices, housing for the garrisons, and store rooms.3

It is indicative of

the consolidation of Anglo-Norman power that both Carrickfergus and Trim saw great
halls built separately from the keep in the late twelfth and early thirteenth century.34 The
locations of the halls concords with Sidney Toy's finding that the hall was often built
against the curtain wall, the curtain usually forming one of the sides. However, at Trim
and Carrickfergus the residential area of the lord remained on the top floor at least until
mid-thirteenth century.343
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Fig. 38: Trim Keep: View from the north (entrance) side.

Source: T.E. McNeill, Castles in Ireland: Feudal Power in a Gaelic World (London: Routledge, 1997), 23.

The placement of the residence in the keep not only provided addition protection
for the lord and his family but also raised him above the "level of common life," creating
a physical and symbolic separation from the rest of the population and provided an
indication of his power.
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The separation and the advantage of elevation were reflected not only in purely symbolic
but also mundane and highly practical areas, such as the availability of a private latrine
on the top floor.345 The height of the keep and gravity allowed for optimal functioning of

McGrail, The Language of Authority, 94.
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the private latrine; it could empty downwards into the lower areas of the castle complex,
well away from the lord's living areas. Trim and Carrickfergus both had private latrines
on the second and third floors of their keeps. For example, the third floor of the south
tower in the Trim keep housed a mural latrine. The west tower at the Trim keep also
accommodated a latrine on the second floor accessible through a guarded door from the
main body of the keep.346 The Carrickfergus keep also had a complex set of latrine
locations, including a latrine on the second floor accessible only from the first floor.

A

private latrine chamber accessible only from the second floor housed a single latrine.
The pattern of access to the upper floors suggests that the latrines/garderobes found on
the upper levels were most likely reserved for use by the lord and his retinue. The one on
the third floor was probably entirely private.
At Trim and Carrickfergus, the location of holders' residential quarters as well as the
height of the stone keeps visually represented the dominative and manipulative power of
the lords. The lord was able to separate himself from his social subordinates and could
rule the lordship from a physically and symbolically elevated position.349 The two castle
keeps confirmed "vertical social relations" and provided a divide between those who had
power and those who did not.350
Access as a Signifier of Power
Another indicator of power was access. The control and restriction of access to
the castle complex and keep both played a defensive function and served as a symbolic
346
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manifestation of dominative power and status. While castles were constructed primarily
as military structures, the design of the buildings and surrounding walls was influenced
by subtle and symbolic considerations. The outer workings of the castle complex
prevented access to the interior spaces not only militarily but also socially and
symbolically. The concentric circle of walls with gatehouses and towers created echelons
of admittance to the castle. The spatial partitions formed by the surrounding courses of
walls were a part of the castles "visual program".

McGrail finds that the outward and

inner appearance of the Anglo-Norman castle reflected different iconological
messages.352 The outward appearance of the castle including gatehouse, curtain walls and
the keep was the lord's claim to the temtory and his authoritative power. The inner
appearance of the castle including the interior of the keep and great hall was a reflection
of the lord's social power.
While the keep was the centre of the fortification, the gatehouse also became an
important focus for those approaching and entering the castle complex, serving as the
first point of visual contact. Singman pointed out, in twelfth century English castles, the
gate was the weakest point in the outer curtain wall of a castle complex.

Gatehouses

were often employed to remedy this weakness, replacing the earlier solution—a bridge
pit.354 This was the case at Carrickfergus. The twin-towered gatehouse at Carrickfergus
Castle was not constructed until phase three, in place of the earlier bridge-pit. It
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eventually came to control all access to the castle and competed with the keep as a focal
point when viewing the castle complex from the outside.
Generally, the first gatehouse in the outer curtain wall only allowed visitors into
the outer ward. The next level of access was often controlled by another gate or
gatehouse in the inner curtain that allowed access to the inner ward. From this area
(which often held buildings such as kitchens, a chapel and the stables) the visitor may
have been able to gain access to the keep or hall. The network of walls and gates also
could prevent a visitor from escaping, should the need arise. The deeper that person was
admitted into the castle, the more difficult it would be to make a hasty exit. The pattern of
access to any castle complex thus also served as a tool of intimidation.
In the case of Trim and Carrickfergus, the keep and surrounding curtain walls
were developed over several construction periods, often under different builders. Changes
in ownership frequently affected the visual and architectural design of a castle. In
addition to gatehouse and watchtowers, the access structures and their impact were
influenced by the addition of features such as curtain and mantlet walls. For example, the
initial construction period at Carrickfergus, commissioned by John de Courcy lasted from
c. 1178 to 1190/95. Its primary purpose was defence against hostile Irish forces. A stone
keep and a surrounding curtain wall with a gatehouse allowed de Courcy to stop any
unwelcome visitors at the curtain wall (see Fig. 39). Those who were permitted to enter
had to pass another checkpoint at the entrance to the keep.

'McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, 34.
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Fig. 39: Phase 1 of Carrickfergus Castle, c. 1178-1190/5.
CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE
PHASE 1
C U7B-11SO/VS

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10.

Fig. 40: Carrickfergus Castle, Phase 1, c. 1200.

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 11.
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When the castle was renovated by order of the crown between c. 1216-1222,
another curtain wall was constructed, creating an outer ward and a sea tower and a water
gate (called the postern gate) were added (see Fig. 42). This renovation was most likely
undertaken because the king wanted to use the castle as a royal residence during his time
in Ireland and needed a highly defended structure with a well-structured access system.
The addition of another wall created a more complex pattern of access and visitors were
faced with passing through two gates before having a chance to enter the interior of the
castle (see Fig. 41).
Fig. 41: Carrickfergus Castle: Phase 2, c 1216-1222.

CARRICKFERGUS C A S T L E
8»

TOWER

PHASE 2

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-iVo/7Maw Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10.
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Fig. 42: Camckfergus Castle: Phase 2.

POSTERN GATE

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 17.

The third round of rebuilding Carrickfergus was carried out by the Hugh de Lacy
II between c. 1226 and 1242. This construction introduced two large twin gatehouses and
a new curtain wall that enclosed the entire promontory (see Fig.43 and 44). The
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gatehouse may have also served as an accommodation for the guards, as a storage area
for weapons and housed a small prison. This gate was fitted with arrow slits,
machicolated towers, a portcullis and a murder hole.

Passing through such buildings

would have been physically, socially and visually intimidating; the highly decorative
windows lighting the second floor, the extensive use of military details, the prisoners
housed within the walls, and the presence of heavily armed guards would have presented
a message of dominative power.
Fig.43: Carrickfergus Castle: Phase 3, c. 1226-1242.
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Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony,
1177-1400 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10.
An arrow slit or loop was a thin window placed in the wall of a fortification through which an
archer could shoot arrows, a machicolation was an opening in the floor of the supporting corbels of a
battlement through which stones or heavy objects could be dropped on attackers attempting to siege the
base of a wall or a gate. A hoarding was a type of wooden machicolation placed on the ramparts of a castle
wall or gate house. It allowed defenders the ability to shoot down at attackers during a siege. It was later
replaced by machicolations as the hoarding made from timber often caught fire. A portcullis was a latticed
gate or grill (made of wood and/or metal) that could dropped as a last line of defence of the gate of a castle.
Many castle often had two portcullis allowing defenders to trap attackers and then either eliminate them
with arrows or to drop burning wood or hot sand. A murder hole or meurtriere was a hole in the ceiling of
a gateway or the entrance of a fortification through which a defender could fire, throw or pour substances at
attackers. It also provided access to the gate or entrance that allowed defenders to put out fires started by
attackers attempting to burn their way inside a castle. "Images of Medieval Art and Architecture" accessed
October 15,2010, www.medart.pitt.edu/index.html.
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Fig. 44: Carrickfergus Castle, Phase 3.

Source: T.E. McNeill, Anglo-Norman Ulster: The History and Archaeology of an Irish Barony, 1177-1400
(Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980), 25.

The twin gatehouse at Carrickfergus built by Hugh de Lacy II controlled the main
entrance into the castle complex. It was heavily defended comprising an entrance
passage defended by a portcullis at each end with two three-stored towers. The new gate
house reinforced the symbolic message of power to the visitor and the new outer ward
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allowed de Lacy to house his garrison well within the walls of the complex. Anyone
entering the castle had to pass through an area dominated by soldiers, military supplies
and horses. The twin gatehouses were three-storied circular towers with spiral staircases.
The gatehouse was the only area of the castle that did not face the sea and therefore it
presented the first line of defence against land attacks (see Fig. 45 and 46).
Fig. 45: The Twin-Towered Gatehouse at Carrickfergus Castle.

TWIN TOWERED GATEHOUSE AT CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE

Source: T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland Archaeological
Monographs, 1981), 35.
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Fig. 46: Reconstruction of Carrickfergus Gatehouse.
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Source: T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland Archaeological
Monographs, 1981), 35.

Little is known about the daily operations and functions of the gatehouse at
Carrickfergus. However, Dover Castle built in approximately the same period and
occupying a similar geographical setting had a comparable gatehouse both in design and
function. Dover Castle was among the first to implement the double flanking gatehouses
as an important component of the defence in the castle complex.

357

57

The Dover gatehouse

The construction of Dover Castle began in approximately 1180 by Henry II. The castle was
placed in a U-shaped formation at the cliffs of Dover. At this time, the castle complex included a square
keep surrounded by an inner bailey. Henry II also began work on a perimeter wall that surrounded the
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served to filter access to the castle complex in times of war and also peace. A porter was
always left on guard and any approaching visitors were expected to speak to him to gain
admittance. To reduce disruptions in the inner castle grounds, many visitors never passed
the gatehouse and conducted business in the gatehouse. The gatehouses often housed the
castle constable. At Dover, the building was furnished to accommodate both the
constable and his family and the porter.358 This gatehouse was not only designed as a
military defence but also as a status statement to impress visitors who would often only
make it to this point of admission.
Once the curtain walls and gatehouses had been passed, the visitor would have to
make their way into the keep or hall of the castle. Admittance to the interior spaces of the
castle was more elaborate and in both Trim and Carrickfergus followed a more complex
pattern of access. The castle was eminently effective in facilitating the status organizing
process. Although many people could gain access to a castle, the level attained
determined the status of the individual. The control and restriction of access to the inner
rooms of a castle keep was a symbolic and physical act of exclusion and inclusion into
the lord's circle. Philip Dixon refers to the pattern of access through a castle as the "castle
as theatre".

The ritualized pattern of access "funnels movement toward points of

significant encounter".

The way in which the interiors were designed, including the

placement of holding areas on the lower floors and the position of doors and windows,
fortification but died before its completion. Work on the castle was continued by his sons Richard I and
King John. After the defensive success of the siege of 1216, records show that the stone defences and
construction of a double towered gatehouse proved to be highly effective. Henry III remodeled the
gatehouses in the thirteenth century, replacing one that collapsed during the siege and incorporating the
other in the new gate towers. John Goodall, "Dover Castle and the Great Siege of 1216," Chateau Gaillard
XIX: Actes du Colloque International de Graz (1998): 1-12,1.
358
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and the use of fireplaces, would also have an effect on the visitor.

Determining the

intended use of rooms in a castle that has been frequently renovated over a long period of
time (such as Carrickfergus) can be difficult but it was often determined by the placement
of fireplaces.362 For example, in the cases of Trim and Carrickfergus, both of the
entrances to the keep either had a fore building or an interior room designed as a waiting
or holding area. In both circumstances, this room was not heated with a fireplace, did not
have a great amount of light because of the small windows and usually housed the guards
who protected the entrance to the keep. Any person who wished to access the lord or his
retinue would have to pass through this area. Their status determined by how long they
were left to spend in such a cold, badly lit room.
The pattern of movement through the castle put emphasis on the power and status
of the lord. The deeper into the castle and the higher in the keep that one was allowed to
enter, the greater prestige and status they were afforded by the lord.

The spatial

hierarchy operated both vertically and horizontally. The movement through different
rooms on one floor could also indicate differentiation in status.364
Display of the lord's power was clearly an essential concern motivating the
design, even at the cost of military functionality, as in the case of Trim. Trim differs from
other stone keeps constructed by the Anglo-Normans in Ireland by its size, unique design
and a large number of rooms carefully organized to present a controlled progression
through the building. The defensibility of the keep at Trim was weakened by poor
military design. Archaeological data provides evidence that the original entrance to the
361
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keep was only partially guarded by a timber gallery. While the timber gallery provided
effective defence, the addition of a stone mantlet wall in the later thirteenth century made
the fortification more durable and permanent.365 The building was a symbol of
dominance and permanence in the Irish landscape and would have made a significant
impression on any medieval viewer whether Irish and Anglo-Norman.
The Trim castle complex could be accessed through two gates, the north-west
gatehouse and the barbican gate. Once the visitor gained entrance to the outer ward, he
would be restrained from accessing the keep by a timber gallery (later replaced by a
mantlet wall) and drawbridge gate shielding its entrance.366 Once within the inner ward,
the visitor would most likely wait for access to the keep in a holding area. This area was
originally on the main floor of the keep but was moved to a separate building just outside
the entrance in the thirteenth century.
Fig.47: Trim Castle Complex.

Source: Based on David Sweetman, The Medieval Castles of Ireland (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press,
2000), 46.
3M

McNeill, Castles in Ireland, 22.
The mantlet wall was a later thirteenth century addition and included a fore building and
waiting/holding area to control access to the keep.
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Fig. 48: Trim Castle Complex.

Source: The reconstruction was drawn by Unto Hogerzeil, using data and directions provided by
archaeologists David Sweetman, Alan Hayden and Kevin O'Brien who has studied the site. (Labels added
by Author) Potterton, Medieval Trim: History and Archaeology (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005), 288.

The keep at Trim could only entered through one entrance through the east sidetower (1 A), this tower provided access to the east room (IB) of the central block (see Fig.
49). As mentioned previously, in the late twelfth century, this room was in all probability
a holding area or waiting room for visitors who wished to gain access to the lord.

This

room opened access to the north (IE and GB) and south (IF and GC) side-towers as well
as the north east stair and also the west room (1C) of the central block. From the west
room of the central block, the west side-tower and the south-west stair are accessible.
There are differences between the east and west rooms of the central block. The east

367

In the thirteenth century renovation, the waiting or holding area was separated from the keep
and was part of a new construction that included a mantlet wall on the eastern side of the keep. This mantlet
wall was protected by circular towers and had a drawbridge. This addition was most likely a protective
measure creating an inner ward that further defended access to the keep. Sweetman, "The Development of
Trim," 225.
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room is sparsely decorated and can be interpreted as a guard room protecting access to
the west room. This is the next level of access for a visitor to the castle. After entering the
first holding room, this was next stop before entering the first suite of rooms of the lord.
The west room including a fireplace and access to a latrine (available through the first
floor room of the west side-tower ID) was most likely a private chamber for the lord or
his retinue away from the rest of the rooms.
Fig. 49: Organization of the rooms in Trim Keep. The sizes of the squares are
approximately proportional to the size of the rooms.
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Fig. 50: Trim Keep, First Floor: Pattern of Access.
1

1 F

TRIM KEEP
FIRST FLOOR

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, "Trim Castle, Co. Meath: The First Three Generations" Archaeological
Journal 147 (2000): 308-336, 318.

The second floor of the keep is notable for its seclusion from the first floor (see
Fig. 51). Firstly, the east side-tower (2A) room was completely separated from the rest of
the keep; it could only be accessed from the north-east staircase. This room was almost
certainly a chapel.368 The rest of the second floor of the keep could be reached using the
south-west stair; this stair first gave access to the western (2B) room which opened into
the east (2C) room. The east room opened into a room in the south side-tower (2D). This
line of rooms was secluded from the rest of the keep and to move through the rooms of
the second floor, one had to pass through a door between each room controlled from

In English rectangular hall keeps, the lord often had a private chapel in a secluded area of the
keep, a fore building or basement room. In the thirteenth century, the chapel was often relocated with the
construction of a separate hall away from the keep. Joseph and Frances Gies, Life in a Medieval Castle
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1974), 70. T.E. McNeill, "Trim Castle, Co. Meath; The First
Three Generations" Archaeological Journal 147 (1990): 308-336, 324.
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within. The south side-tower room was the most isolated, and anyone attempting to enter
it would have to pass through five other rooms on the first and second floors. O'Keeffe
points out that in many Anglo-Norman castles including Trim, the intricacy of interior
access ways might be related to gender; the most protected rooms of the castle may have
been areas designated for the female members of the household.

Fig. 51: Trim Keep, Second Floor: Pattern of Access.

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, "Trim Castle, Co. Meath: The First Three Generations" Archaeological
Journal 147 (2000): 308-336, 318.

The third floor of the keep held the most significant rooms (Fig. 52 and 53). On
this floor, the central block was undivided and had a large fireplace in the south wall and
369

O'Keeffe, "Concept of'castle'," 78.
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possibly a private latrine in the south-east corner. All of the side-towers on this floor were
connected by a gallery and were not linked to the central block. It is unclear why the sidetowers on this floor were not connected to the main block of the keep but it could
possibly be an attempt to ensure the privacy of the lord's rooms and still allow access to
the roof.
Fig. 52: Trim Keep, Third Floor Gallery: Pattern of Access.

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, "Trim Castle, Co Meath: The First Three Generations" Archaeology
Journal 147 (2000): 308-336, 320.

The rooms on the third floor were mostly likely the lord's private chambers. This
is evident in the protection of this room by the route of entry through the first and second
floor. This included a network of interconnecting rooms that prevented easy access to the
third floor which was the private chamber rooms of the lord and his family. The rooms on
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the first and second floors were most probably used as administrative and judicial offices
for the lord.

The large amount of rooms at Trim indicates that the keep served various

functions for the lord and his retinue.
Fig. 53: Trim Keep, Third Floor: Pattern of Access.

Source: Based on T E. McNeill, "Trim Castle, Co. Meath The First Three Generations" Archaeological
Journal 147 (2000): 308-336,319.

The keep at Carrickfergus shared some similarities with Trim, including the
separation of the hall from the keep. The reason for keeping the great hall separate from
the keep was most likely due to the changing layout of the castle complex. In the early

McNeill, "Trim Castle," 332.
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years, the hall may have been on the second floor of the keep. 71 However, as the
complex evolved, the need for a larger hall became necessary and it was more feasible to
build a new hall than attempt to enlarge a keep. Archaeological excavations on the site of
the great hall discovered a three aisled building with a large storage chamber to the
southeast end.372 The storage room had several entrances, one leading up into the hall and
one through a rock-cut passage that lead to the river through a gate in the curtain wall.
The gate through the curtain wall was most likely used to move produce into the storage
room.374 The storage room located under the hall would have facilitated both the lodging
of visitors or garrisons and large scale feasting.
Carrickfergus castle, constructed by John de Courcy in the late twelfth century,
underwent several renovations by the crown and Hugh de Lacy in the thirteenth century.
The first version of the keep was small in comparison with the additions made in later
years. The original entrance was through the east wall into the first floor of the keep. It
was accessed from the inner ward by steps leading up to a rectangular platform.

As

'inf.

evidenced by a destroyed archway jam this platform held a fore building.

The ground

floor was not accessible from the outside; it did not have any windows and could only be
entered through a staircase leading from the first floor. This area was used for storage and
protected the well. The entrance of the first floor entered into a small area with two doors
both equipped with drawbar holes. This indicated that the area was guarded and could be
locked during the night or times of attack or siege. One door accessed the interior and the
371

There is evidence in contemporary English castles that the hall was often placed on the second
floor of a keep ensuring security as well as status of any allowed admittance. Gies, Life in a Medieval
Castle, 60.
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Potterton, Medieval Trim, 262.
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McNeill, "Archaeological Excavations," 24.
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McNeill, "Archaeological Excavations," 24.

other a spiral staircase leading to the second floor in the south wall. The south, east and
west walls have small windows. The entry floor was a public room or holding area
equipped with two latrines. This room was separated by a cross-wall and was not
furnished with a fireplace. Comparable to the IB east room at Trim, the first floor room
was most likely a guard room and holding area for visitors to wait for access.
Fig. 54: Carrickfergus Keep, Ground Floor: Pattern of Access.
CARRICKFERGUS KEEP
GROUND FLOOR

~Z3
Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland
Archaeological Monographs, 1981), 23.

Fig. 55: Carrickfergus Keep, First Floor: Pattern of Access.
CARRICKFERGUS KEEP
FIRST F L O O R

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland
Archaeological Monographs, 1981), 23.
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The second floor was also poorly lit but was furnished with a fireplace and a single
private latrine chamber. There were two windows in the eastern wall; the northern one
was quite large in comparison with the others. There was a single window in the northern
wall. The south wall had four windows. There is evidence of drawbar holes that held
shutters on the windows of the southern wall.
Fig. 56: Carrickfergus Keep, Second Floor: Pattern of Access.
CARRICKFERGUS KEEP
SECOND FLOOR

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland
Archaeological Monographs, 1981), 23.

The staircase leading to the third floor is accessed through the southern wall of the
second floor. The third floor most probably housed the retinue of the lord as evidenced
by the higher level of comfort with the addition of a fireplace and the private latrine. This
floor was not partitioned with two windows in each wall and also has a fireplace and a
single private latrine. It is evident that this floor endowed with an excellent light source
was the principal room of the keep protected from access by the second floor.
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Fig. 57: Carrickfergus Keep, Third Floor: Pattern of Access.
CARRICKFERGUS KEEP
THIRD F L O O R

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland
Archaeological Monographs, 1981), 23.

There is evidence of a fourth floor including a blocked doorway at the top of the
staircase above the third floor door. The fourth floor was probably removed in the last
phase of construction so the third floor could be extended to roof level. It is not clear why
the fourth floor was removed but could possibly be related to structural concerns or a
more defensive wall-walk.377 The roof of the keep was originally furnished with turrets
that protected the wall-walk as well as containing spiral staircases. The east turret had a
door that faced the east wall-walk and the west turret had a door that faced the south wallwalk. The northern burets are not present and are evidenced by squinches on the angles
of the corners.

McNeill, "Archaeological Excavations," 27.
McNeill, "Archaeological Excavations," 27.
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Fig. 58: Carrickfergus Keep, Fourth Floor: Pattern of Access.
CARRICKFERGUS KEEP
FOURTH F L O O R

Source: Based on T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland
Archaeological Monographs, 1981), 23.

The patterns of access found at Trim and Carrickfergus are complex and utilize
the floor plans and design of the castle complex to accentuate the status of the lord. The
process of access created a social symbolic separation of the lord from the rest of the
population. The castle complexes as Trim and Carrickfergus were inherently military
constructions, designed as defensive structures with economic, political and
administrative features. They also served as symbolic signifiers of the lord's
manipulative and dominative power over his lordship through the implementation of
elevated keeps and gatehouses and the use of light as a method of status display.
Light, Status and Power
The availability and use of light were also symbolic indicators of status. The use
of windows in a military building intended as a stronghold against attack seems
inefficient. However, it reveals that lords were equally concerned with visual status (as
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well as comfort and practicality) as they were with military defence. The visual effect of
a lord or lady illuminated by light would have a made an impression on the viewer as
most buildings were dimly lit due to the use of small windows. In fortified buildings,
windows were a luxury and sources of potential vulnerability. Light sources were often
small, the interiors of the buildings dim. A window in the top floors of a keep or
gatehouse would have elevated the status of the lord or occupant: in practical terms the
lord had a well-lit area in which to live and work but any viewer who was allowed access
into the interior of the building would be impressed both by the convenience it afforded
and the denial of vulnerability it represented.
The second and third floors of Carrickfergus keep have a number of windows.
The second floor has a smaller number of windows and they are on average smaller than
windows on the third floor. The top floor of Carrickfergus keep was the most elaborate
floor of the keep, fitted with two windows in each wall. The windows in the north wall
are not centrally placed but are offset to the west, each window was a round-headed loop
externally chamfered in Cultra stone. 7 The windows in the west wall were set on either
side of the fireplace; the northern one was smaller than the southern but both were
dressed with Cultra stone.

The east wall had the largest windows and each window was

equipped with drawbar holes with secured shutters.

The south wall holds two double-

light windows with shouldered lintels and evidence of a window seat and drawbar
holes.382 This large amount of windows would have made the third floor well
illuminated. It would have allowed a 360 degree view, allowing the lord to look down
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upon the surrounding landscape and the sea. Any viewer allowed entry into the level of
the keep or hall that was equipped with windows would appreciate the amount of light
that a lord and his retinue would have access to within their working and living areas.
The double-window facing east on the second floor of the east gatehouse at
Carrickfergus was an opportunity for social display. This window would have limited the
military effectiveness of gatehouse in times of siege or war; however, it was an important
signifier of status and display (see Fig. 59). It also provided light to those who lived
within the gatehouse. The surround of the Carrickfergus gatehouse tower window was
decoratively carved with shaft columns with carved volutes, further emphasising its
importance as a device of display (see Fig.60).
Fig.59: Carrickfergus Gatehouse from the East: Double Windows.

Source: T.E. McNeill, Camckfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland Archaeological
Monographs, 1981), 101.

McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, 36

Fig. 60: Double window from Carrickfergus Gatehouse.

DOUBLE WINDOW ON SECOND FLOOR OF
THE EAST GATEHOUSE AT
CARRICKFERGUS CASTLE COMPLEX

O

METRES

2

Source: T.E. McNeill, Carrickfergus Castle, County Antrim (Belfast: Northern Ireland Archaeological
Monographs, 1981), 36.

In comparison to the Irish round and rectangular houses, the inclusion of a
window in Anglo-Norman fortified buildings would have been a significant symbol of
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status. In Irish house design, the materials used dictated the amount of light that could
enter the interior. In wattle and post houses, light could filter through the walls as well as
the doorway.

In wattle and daub houses, the light was less generally dispersed. In

drystone constructions very little light could enter and the doorway served as the most
important light source, excepting an interior fire.385 Such houses were very dim during
the day and were often only illuminated in the evening from the light of the hearth. The
amount of smoke that collected in the upper areas of the house compelled the inhabitants
to sit on low stools or the floor.386 Native Irish nobility and lesser Anglo-Norman nobles
faced the same problems in their residences. They therefore would have been impressed
by the use of large and elaborate windows and the amount of light available in high status
areas of Anglo-Norman stone castles. The window was not only a light source but a
means of displaying status, likely to make a dramatic visual impact.
Conclusion
The symbolic power functions of the Anglo-Norman stone castle were multifaceted and complex. Trim and Carrickfergus were the central castles of their lordships
and served both as noble residences and economic and political centres. They were
striking visual symbols of power both because their position in the landscape and because
of their elevation. Social and political divisions were further symbolized by visually
reinforced control over access. The physical and visual differences in the living
conditions of those outside of the castle complexes and those who lived within, particular
the ruling elite, were accentuated through the use of status display. The interior spaces of
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castle complexes also functioned as symbolic areas used by the owners to further indicate
their status through controlling access to certain places in the complex, including the keep
and great hall. The castle complexes not only operated as defensive buildings; they also
were symbolic broadcasters of the success of the owner, his domination of the landscape
and authority over the lordship. Even though the castles often changed hands and were
redesigned and renovated, they remained powerful symbols of Anglo-Norman
dominative power in Ireland.
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Conclusion

The castellation campaign of de Courcy and the de Lacy families spanning the
early years of the conquest in the late twelfth century to the later years of the
consolidation and colonization in the early thirteenth century reflect the patterns,
dynamics and power functions of Anglo-Norman castellation of Ireland. The castles were
fundamental to the Anglo-Norman conquest because they provided key support in terms
of the power functions necessary to solidifying the conquest of north-eastern Ireland and
in particular the lordships of Ulster and Meath. Their key power functions as defined by
Ledyaev, namely, coercive, authoritative and manipulative power evolved throughout the
conquest and consolidation of Anglo-Norman authority. While historians generally agree
on the coercive and authoritative function embodied in the military function of the
castles, they have dedicated less space to defining and demonstrating the various forms of
manipulative power of Irish castles. This thesis has argued that the syncretistic impact of
those power forms played an important role in the successful establishment of AngloNorman power. The importance of the military function of castellation in the
establishment of the lordships in Meath and Ulster was undeniable. However, as AngloNorman rule became more established, dominative, authoritative and manipulative forms
of power became equally important and this is not fully reflected in the secondary
literature. The full spectrum of the power of Anglo-Norman castles can best be
understood by using a combination of the theoretical frameworks proposed by Ledyaev
and Wagner.
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The military advantage of Anglo-Norman castellation rested in the introduction of
more permanent and durable fortifications. The use of stone as a building material
allowed the Anglo-Normans to engineer larger castle complexes including higher curtain
walls and keeps. It is unlikely, however, that this advantage was the decisive factor in the
Anglo-Norman success. The Irish possessed an effective military and fortifications of
their own, evidenced by the fact that the Anglo-Normans chose to adapt so many Irish
fortifications for their own use. More significant was the introduction of castellation
networks, combining the lesser frontier earthworks with superior central castles. The
castellation efforts in Meath and Ulster exemplified this pattern.
The castellation of the lordships of Meath and Ulster can be roughly separated
into three phases. The first phase was characterized by a reliance on authoritative power.
It often involved the adaption of pre-existing Irish fortifications and their incorporation
into Anglo-Norman defensive networks. Not only could the pre-existing fortification be
remodelled rapidly to assert an Anglo-Norman military presence, but the reuse of a
powerful or strategic sites previously associated with Irish power had a symbolic function
as well. The second phase of castellation combined coercive and authoritative power and
involved the replacement or remodelling of earth and timber fortifications with stone
castle complexes in key sites. However, many fortifications especially those on the
outskirts of the frontier, were never modified and served as sporadically utilized outposts.
The third phase, which followed the consolidation of the Anglo-Norman conquest and of
the control over their holdings, was characterized by a complex combination of
authoritative, coercive and manipulative power, both in the use of the fortification and
incorporation of the power functions into castle design and layout.

The castle complexes at Trim and Carrickfergus exemplified the combination of
the three power forms. However, it is the manipulative power of the castles that is the
most unexplored but crucial component of the role of Anglo-Norman castles. This power
type was also closely related to the concepts of prestige and status as indicated by
Wagner. The later remodelling and renovation of major castles (such as Trim and
Carrickfergus) directly conelated to the ascribed status of the holder. This was more
prevalent in the later years of the Anglo-Norman domination of Ireland. The castle
became an instrument of display, endeavouring to impress not only the native inhabitants
but also other competing Anglo-Norman nobility. The early construction of castle
complexes was almost always military and purely defensive; however, in the later years
of the consolidation of Anglo-Norman power, the additions became intentionally directed
at increasing the status of the holder.
The application of the power-based theoretical framework to the Anglo-Norman
castellation in Ireland is historiographically innovative. T.E. McNeill discusses AngloNorman castles in Ireland from a descriptive and military point of view. His work is
fundamental as it documents the evolution of castellation in Ireland and evaluates the
variations of design and configuration of fortifications. Tadhg O'Keeffe creates an
alternative discourse critiquing the approach whereby traditional military historiography
focused in the discussion of castle architecture in Ireland, examining the concept of the
castle as a construction of identity from a multi-disciplinary focus. By focusing on the
forms of power as defined by Ledyaev, the thesis has added new layers of analysis,
addressing an issue that remains under-explored in the works by O'Keefe and other
historians of Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland. The results are congruent with those
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presented by McGrail in his study of Anglo-Norman castles in Scotland. The visual
assertion of authority included the placement of the castle in the landscape. The patterns
of access analysis involved the initiative elements of access to the lord, the controlled
movement of visitors through a castle complex, and the social significance of display
theorized by Wagner.
The thesis is focussed on Trim and Carrickfergus castles, asserting that they serve
as persuasive examples of authoritative, coercive and manipulative power of their AngloNorman holders. They both were the central castles of their lordships and acted as
military defences as well as noble residences and economic and political centres. Their
symbolic impact involved both their place in the landscape and the architectural features
that underscored their power functions. The thesis is limited in its geographical and
chronological scope. Pursuing the study of Trim and Carrickfergus into the later
medieval period or comparing them with other Anglo-Norman castles in the same period
would allow for a more comprehensive exploration of the interpretative theoretical
framework employed by the thesis and its implication for the study of the power
functions of Anglo-Norman castles in Ireland and elsewhere.
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